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Executive Summary

The high growth and high sunk cost nature of airport operations, combined with structural
pricing imbalances preserved by the privatisation process, have generated a situation where
it is inherently difficult to devise a regulatory approach to deliver efficient and equitable
economic outcomes.

Although airports possess a degree of market power, the balance of risks and returns suggest
a reliance on only generic Trade Practices Act oversight will result in better economic
outcomes.  The government can supplement this with the threat of re-introducing regulation if
airports misbehave. Given the inherent difficulty of devising appropriate regulation, the
threat of re-introducing regulation can be a powerful incentive for the airport operators to
exercise restraint in their pricing decisions.  The outcome is likely to be more efficient than
regulation itself.

This submission has been prepared by Access Economics for the Motor Trades Association of
Australia Superannuation Fund Pty Limited (the MTAA Super Fund), which has major
shareholdings in Brisbane and Adelaide airports.

Price regulation of airports was deemed necessary at the time of privatisation as a means of
controlling potential abuse by the airports of market power notionally derived from their
monopoly positions as the sole regional suppliers of landing and other aeronautical facilities
to large passenger aircraft.  Regulation also served to give some revenue and regulatory
certainty to bidders in the privatisation process and to ensure political support for the passage
of airport privatisation legislation through the Senate.

Price regulation is usually applied to firms which dominate supply in markets where
customers have little or no offsetting collective market power.  The price controls imposed on
Australian airports apply to charges for aeronautical services, the direct customers for which
include large domestic and international airlines that provide a degree of countervailing power
to the airports.  Under the present pricing arrangements, the airlines are able to reorganise
their activities to ameliorate some of the airports' charges and to pass on much of any increase
in costs to travellers.

Price controls can be effective (in a limited sense) but are a blunt instrument.  In the absence
of detailed information about a firm and its markets, regulators run the risk of generating
efficiency costs with price controls.  These costs are potentially as large as those that might
arise from abuse of monopoly power.  This is particularly the case when there is no strong
evidence that the regulated firm is earning supernormal profits or has excessive costs or
capital investment.

In Australia, the CPI−X price regulation of aeronautical services adopted at privatisation has
successfully controlled airport profitability.  Indeed, profitability is very low.  The current
price controls have impacted adversely on productive and allocative efficiency of a number of
the airports.  This is in part due to the unsuitability of the price controls in the circumstances
of the various privatised airports and the rapidly changing air travel market, but also due to
the failure to account for all appropriate influences in the setting of the various X factors.

The current system of price controls has preserved an inefficient level and structure of
aeronautical charges and, notwithstanding the special provisions made to review new
aeronautical investment.  Experience at Adelaide and Canberra airports suggests, as would be
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expected in theory, that this has skewed the investment incentives perceived by airport
operators away from aeronautical-related investment.  The current price controls have overly
restricted airport profitability and inhibited the efficient upgrading of the quality and capacity
of aeronautical facilities.

The critical issue facing Australian airports over the coming decades is the provision of
sufficient capacity to cater for growth in air travel in a growing but changing market.
Congestion and delay could rapidly become a greater cost to the economy than any modest
increase in airport charges necessary to ensure adequate and timely investment in airport
capacity.

The current regulatory framework and the privatisation process locked in aeronautical charges
well below the long-run cost of providing aeronautical capacity.  Moreover, price regulation
of incremental infrastructure currently forces airports to carry much of the risks associated
with imperfect foresight in passenger number forecasts or when other assumptions fail to meet
expectations.  Consequently, the existing framework makes airports unnecessarily risk averse
with respect to incremental infrastructure and undervalues existing infrastructure.

Regulated aeronautical charges represent between 1% and 3% of average domestic airfares,
based on aeronautical charges of around $3 per domestic passenger per landing and departure
(although this varies across airports) and four such charges incurred over an average $444
round-trip domestic fare.  Landing charges are proportionally smaller in long-haul flights.
Travel agents' fees and departure taxes are larger parts of the cost of air travel.

Business class and full economy fares make the biggest contributions to the fixed costs of
airline operations, with discount leisure fares covering their marginal costs and only a small
contribution to fixed costs.  Airlines' pricing strategies, and their pattern of recovery of fixed
costs, mean airport charges are a similar percentage for each fare class and a smaller absolute
amount in discount economy fares.  Aeronautical charges also have more of the
characteristics of fixed costs than variable costs and any changes will therefore likely be
passed on more to higher fare paying passengers.  The proportional impact on fares will be
smaller as a consequence.

Regulated airport charges are a smaller proportion of international airfares, around 2%, due to
the longer hauls and because a regulated Australian airport is only at one end of the
movement.  By way of comparison, travel agents typically receive a commission in the range
5% to 9% of the airfare.  Thus, the impact of airport charges on international travellers is
somewhat less than on domestic travellers, but for both it is a small proportion of airfares.  It
is noteworthy that the Australian government collects more departure tax revenue from
international travellers than the airports collect from regulated aeronautical charges.

The contribution of airport charges to airlines' operating costs is not publicly available, but is
likely to be of similar magnitude to the contribution to airfares.  Consumers' final demand for
air travel is not significantly influenced by the levels of aeronautical charges, although the
value of their travel may be significantly affected by the quality of the services provided by
the airports through which they pass (particularly time-sensitive factors such as congestion
and delays).

Similarly, although airlines will attempt to minimise the cost of landing and other aeronautical
charges, the design of their routes and schedules and choice of aircraft type will be more
substantially determined by other factors.  These include the pattern of demand for air travel,
labour costs, fuel burn, aircraft maintenance requirements and the constraints on crew
rotations.  Airlines' profits are therefore also more likely to be affected by the quality of the
services provided by airports than by the direct impost of aeronautical charges.
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While allowing airport operators to set charges without any limit would be undesirable, the
relative magnitude of the consequences for the efficiency and affordability of air travel within
and to and from Australia is likely to be small.  The present arrangements are distorting and
potentially quite costly to the community (in terms of choice and innovation) as well as to the
operators.  Given the nature of the industry, the price oversight and the limits imposed by the
Trade Practices Act provide a more appropriate regime.  The potential efficiency cost of any
exercise of market power is likely to be less than might arise from the distortions and
inappropriate incentives generated by price regulation arrangements such as presently in
place.

If the desired outcome of regulation is to keep profitability tightly controlled, the consequence
will be a regulator heavily involved in airport investment decisions over the coming decades.
The light-handed alternative is to allow airports greater freedom over their pricing and
investment decisions subject to generic Trade Practices Act oversight.  Both approaches have
their pros and cons.  Much depends on relative gain in productive efficiency associated with
heavy-handed regulation versus the improvement in allocative and dynamic efficiency
allowed by light-handed regulation.

The risks of under-investment in airport capacity and slow responses to innovations are more
probable (and costly) under the heavy-handed model than any cost-padding or abuse of
market power under the light-handed model.  Thus the balance of risks and economic benefits
favours a more light-handed approach.

In the absence of evidence of demonstrated abuse of market power, the risk of regulatory
failure should favour generic control, as provided by provisions of the Trade Practices Act.
Governments should only intervene if convinced that such intervention will unambiguously
improve the efficiency and equity of the outcome for the relevant political constituency.

In the absence of strong evidence of abuse of market power it is therefore suggested that the
Productivity Commission consider recommending a more light-handed approach to the future
regulatory oversight of leased airports.  This approach should not attempt directly to influence
the level and structure of aeronautical charges, or airport pricing in general, but would
nevertheless monitor the pricing, service quality and profitability of airport businesses more
closely than other private sector entities with similar scales of local market presence.

If the government chooses to adopt a light-handed approach to regulation, it is critically
important to understand that this decision will not give airports carte blanche in pricing
aeronautical services.  The government will always have the ultimate "ace up its sleeve" - the
ability to re-introduce more restrictive regulation in the future, should airports abuse their
greater freedom.  Given the inherent difficulty of devising appropriate regulation, the threat of
re-introducing regulation can be a powerful incentive for the airport operators to exercise
restraint in their pricing decisions.  The outcome is likely to be more efficient than regulation
itself.
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1. Background
In 1997 and 1998 the Commonwealth Government privatised almost all Australian airports
previously owned by the former Federal Airports Corporation (FAC).  Control was
transferred through long-term leases and a regulatory framework established by parts of the
Airports Act 1996 (AA), the Prices Surveillance Act 1983 (PSA) and the Trade Practices Act
1974. (TPA).  This framework included an initial price control regime set to apply for the first
five years of each lease.  A similar regime applied to Sydney (Kingsford Smith) airport
although it was not privatised at the time.

While the price control regime was originally intended to be reviewed by the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) before the end of the first five-year period,
the review is now being undertaken by the Productivity Commission (PC).  Nevertheless, the
PC's Terms of Reference for this inquiry incorporate (at paragraph 7) the guidelines for
review of prices oversight originally intended to apply to the ACCC review.

Access Economics has prepared this submission on behalf of the Motor Trades Association
of Australia Superannuation Fund Pty Limited (the MTAA Super Fund) which has major
shareholdings in Brisbane and Adelaide airports, around $30 million and 12.5%, respectively.
The MTAA Super Fund also has representation on the Boards of each of these airports.

This submission is not intended directly to address the questions raised in the Issue Paper
released by the Commission (PC, 2001).  Instead, it sketches the air services industry and the
place of airports in the provision of those services and then examines both the rationale for
price regulation and suitable regulatory design in that context.  Wherever possible, examples
are illustrated from the experience with the controls of Brisbane and Adelaide airports.  The
issues raised by the PC are therefore addressed indirectly.

The submission is organised as follows:

Section 2 that follows outlines the theoretical background for the submission, including the
standard rationales for regulation, the properties of various forms of price caps, some of their
important theoretical and practical limitations and comparison with rate-of-return regulation.
Relevant empirical background on the market for airport services is examined in Section 3.
This includes discussion of the factors influencing the price elasticity of the derived demand
for airport services, distributional factors derived from airline's load management practices
and the income distribution of demand for air travel, features of airport cost structures, the
nature and extent of competition between airports and the countervailing power of airlines.
The Section concludes with a brief comparison of international approaches to airport
regulation.

With the theoretical and empirical background established, Section 4 examines the operation
of aeronautical price controls in Australia.  It first reviews the various objectives set for the
controls, then outlines the relevant features of the price controls, concentrating on the price
cap and associated new investment provisions.  The impact of the controls to date is
examined as the basis for an assessment of the various problems associated with their
implementation.

Finally, Section 5 considers some alternatives to the current controls.  It begins by reviewing
the stated and implicit goals of the regulation, then outlines two alternative future paths:

• a range of possible improvements on the existing controls; or

• reliance on only light-handed application of prices, quality and performance oversight
under generic trade practices legislation.
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Section 6 is the Data attachment that includes tables referred to in the body of the
submission.  Finally, there is a Confidential attachment which gives details of sensitivity
analyses of airport profits to changes in passenger flows and evidence of the impact of the
price control regulations on investment decisions at Adelaide and Canberra Airports.
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2. Price regulation

Regulation is generally applied to meet efficiency and equity goals.

In the case of firms with substantial economies of scale and scope, these goals are usually the
avoidance of market failure through the exercise of market power and, when the firm has
previously been subject to substantial public control or oversight, the, preservation of cross-
subsidies for equity or political purposes.

The potential for market failure through abuse of market power is a prima facie case for
regulation, but, in the absence of good information about the firm and its markets, there is a
countervailing risk of generating efficiency costs through regulatory failure.

Revenue-based CPI−X regulation, when correctly implemented, allows light handed control
of the level of profits; encourages cost minimisation; allows rebalancing and introduction of
efficient price structures.  It is particularly well-suited to guarding consumer welfare when a
previously tightly controlled firm is given the flexibility to adopt more efficient pricing and
cost structures, and to ensuring that, although consumers share in the gains from efficiency
improvements, the firm still has an incentive to implement them.

Nevertheless, CPI−X regulation is susceptible to dynamic manipulation; is not easily
designed to allow pricing innovation and may preserve structural price imbalances.  There
are substantial problems with obtaining all the information needed to set an X factor
appropriate to future circumstances.  In high-growth industries the efficiency of CPI−X
controls is particularly heavily reliant on the accuracy of demand forecasts.

The X factor also needs to be periodically reviewed and at that point price cap regulation
shares the weaknesses, such as informational intensity and the potential to create
distortionary incentives, that are normally associated with rate-of-return regulation.

This Section details the theoretical framework which underlies the assessment and analysis of
the current price controls.  Some of the theoretical rationales for regulation are examined
first.  Benchmark conditions for efficient pricing are then described as an introduction to the
objectives of efficient regulatory systems.  The difficulties of achieving these objectives
through alternatives to CPI−X (price cap) regulation are then explained before a discussion of
the properties of this particular form of price control.  Having established the basic properties
of price caps, the analysis turns to some of the problems of implementing the theoretically
ideal mechanisms in practice.  These include the difficulties of indexing the price cap limits
for factors such as inflation and productivity improvements and accounting for the growth of
demand.

2.1. Rationale for regulation
Price regulation is usually intended to:

• increase allocative efficiency, or the allocation of resources to their most valued uses,
thereby improving the performance of the economy;

• increase productive efficiency, by ensuring the most cost-effective technology is used to
produce outputs;
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• increase dynamic efficiency, ensuring that mechanisms adjust rapidly to ensure
imbalances only exist for short periods and delays are avoided; and

• improve distributional equity, thereby making economic outcomes fairer and more
acceptable to the community.

Allocative efficiency is obtained by maximising total surplus, generally defined as the
difference between the value of the output of the firm to consumers and the minimum cost of
producing that output, in terms of other production foregone1.  It requires both that the firm
minimises the cost of producing any combination of outputs and that outputs go to the
consumers who value them most highly.  A firm that has the lowest possible costs of
production could still be allocatively inefficient if it produced the wrong mix of outputs.
Conversely, a firm that produces the optimal output mix cannot be allocatively efficient
unless it minimises the cost of production.

The total surplus measure treats the welfare of all consumers equally, regardless of their
income, location or any other characteristic which may be a basis for redistribution or special
treatment.  It also makes no distinction between surplus accruing to consumers and surplus
enjoyed by regulated firms as profit.  Maximisation of total surplus, therefore, is a special
case of the more general pursuit of goals for the size and distribution of consumer and
producer surplus.

Firms that abuse market power generally increase their share of total surplus (profits, or
"padded" costs) at the expense of consumers' surplus, and of the total.  While this may create
distributional justification for regulation of monopoly power, controls are generally applied
to correct the allocative inefficiencies.

The regulation of monopolies, especially those publicly owned or protected by statute, is also
often intended to serve purposes other than the maximisation of unweighted total surplus,
such as general macroeconomic price and wage restraint, limits on overseas borrowing or
investment targets, regional development objectives or the redistribution of wealth or income.
These goals are not always compatible with allocative, productive and dynamic efficiency.

Because of this, regulation should not generally be used as a de facto method of taxing and
transferring wealth.  Forcing a firm to move too away from efficient production and pricing
can come at a greater cost to the economy than redistribution facilitated through more
traditional methods of taxation and transfer/expenditure.  For example, rather than impose
artificial constraints on airports to protect regional air services, it may be more efficient to
allow the airport to charge the full economic value of each runway slot, then pay a subsidy to
regional air operators to offset the increase in cost.  This would allow market forces to
operate and give airport owners better signals for investing in capacity, while ensuring that
regional air services remain viable.

There are very few specific guidelines for the design of optimal weights when different social
values are placed on the profit of the firm and the surpluses enjoyed by distinct consumer
groups.  Although optimal prices can be calculated once the relationships between the various
interest groups are specified, these necessarily depend on value judgements and political
trade-offs rather than any fundamental economic principle.  Any set of regulated prices can
then be justified by an appropriate choice of relative social values.
                                                
1 Total surplus, therefore, is equivalent to the sum of consumers' surplus (the difference between consumers'
willingness to pay for the output of the firm and their expenditure on it) and the profits of the firm (the
difference between the revenue raised from consumers and the minimum cost of producing the firm's output,
including the cost of shareholders' capital).
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The analysis below takes the conventional approach and concentrates on the pursuit of an
efficient allocation of resources assuming a neutral position on distributional equity.  It
nevertheless provides the basis for examining distributional concerns, and these are raised in
the context of the incidence of aeronautical charges in Section 3.1 below.

Natural monopoly firms operating with economies of scale and scope enjoy some measure of
market power.  This is often also reinforced by statutory barriers to entry and ownership or
control of unique inputs.  In the case of major international or domestic airports in existing
population centres, air space, land and environmental constraints make it near impossible for
a competing airport to be constructed.  At least across some of their outputs, firms with
market power are price setters rather than price takers (the situation for firms in competitive
industries).  Unfettered profit maximisation in natural monopoly industries will result in
monopoly profits, generally to the disadvantage of consumers.  Except in special
circumstances (discussed below), output will be less and prices higher than would be required
for maximisation of total surplus.

In some circumstances (public ownership or profit regulated private firms), profit
maximisation may be replaced by the maximisation of revenue, management remuneration,
employee numbers, turnover, capital stocks, technological standards or any combination of
these objectives.  These diverse objectives can be characterised as cost-padding, in which
factors of production are paid more than is needed to attract them from other uses, and
possibly in a form which is valued less than it costs to provide.  The productive inefficiency
associated with cost-padding then creates losses in addition to those generated by raising pure
monopoly profits.

Provided any tendency to abuse market power can be controlled, privatisation is one
approach to eliminating the efficiency costs of cost-padding by publicly owned firms.
Compared with governments, the owners of private monopolies are usually presumed to have
greater incentives to monitor their managers' decisions and to extract the rents of the
monopoly as supernormal returns on shareholder funds.  Private owners tend to align
management remuneration with profitability to give the correct incentive signals.  In practice,
all profit-controlled natural monopolies, whether publicly or privately owned, will still
exhibit some elements of cost padding.

Consequently, there will be efficiency gains if the regulator is able to lower the firm's prices
and profit, and further gains if the regulator is able, for any level of prices and output, to have
the firm take its rents as pure profits instead of padded costs.

The regulation of monopolies is often directed by political imperatives, usually disguised as
equity or social goals.  However, there is no way to distinguish benevolent from self-
interested intervention in practice.  The cost of political interference in the pricing and
investment decisions of regulated firms manifests itself as inefficient pricing structures,
tolerance of padded costs, absence of innovation and sluggish response to changing
circumstances.  Recognition of these problems has been one of the reasons for the trend
world-wide towards increased commercial freedom and arm's length supervision of
government business enterprises and, where effective regulation is thought possible,
privatisation.

The discussion above makes the conventional assumption that a firm is regulated because it
has exercised monopoly power in the past, and has prices, and possibly costs, which are too
high as a consequence.  It is also possible, however, that the firm is regulated to preserve
inefficient pricing and methods of production for distributional reasons, and that it will earn
only normal, or even below normal, returns with the prices and costs allowed by regulation.
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The financial viability of a private firm may also be jeopardised if regulatory controls do not
adapt appropriately to changing circumstances.

Conflicting equity and efficiency objectives and controls based on imperfect information can
then lead to "regulatory failure".  That is, while the imposition of regulatory controls may be
able to improve on uncontrolled monopoly pricing and production in principle, the practical
outcome may be worse than the situation the regulation is designed to avoid.  This can
include the costs imposed on firms by exposure to "regulatory risk", where management
decisions have to be framed to meet, or possibly avoid assessment against, conditions
specified by regulators, or where the returns to an investment hinge on uncertain regulatory
decisions.  Sensible regulatory design will therefore take account of the difficulties and risks
associated with attempting to correct market failure, and balance these against the likely
damage of not regulating a firm, or of setting less ambitious regulatory goals.

2.2. Efficient pricing schemes
In a world of perfect competition, total surplus is maximised by setting all output prices equal
to their marginal costs.  If a firm's costs exhibit economies of scale and scope, however, the
revenue from these "first-best" prices will not cover the minimum cost of producing the
quantities demanded at those prices.  Airports are one of the more extreme examples of this
problem, where the incremental cost of one more aircraft landing is very small compared
with the average cost of providing the infrastructure.

In the absence of a direct subsidy to the firm, the pricing rules allowed by a regulator must be
"second-best", and attempt to maximise total surplus, provided the firm earns at least a
normal rate of return.   These rules will depend on the structure of prices set by the firm, for
instance, whether single- or multi-part tariffs are used, and on the degree of price
discrimination that is allowed or feasible.

2.2.1. Average cost and Ramsey pricing.
The most straightforward situation is where a firm produces a single good and sells it to each
consumer for a uniform price per unit (single part pricing).  In that case, cost recovery
implies that this price must be the average cost of the quantity sold.  By definition, however,
economies of scale mean that the average cost is higher than marginal cost over the range of
relevant quantities.  Allowing the firm to break even by pricing at average cost necessarily
involves a reduction in the total surplus (deadweight losses).

If a firm produces many outputs and there is a fixed cost shared across their production, there
is no multi-product equivalent to the concept of average cost.  There are infinitely many ways
of dividing the fixed cost between the many outputs, and some other criterion (such as
minimising efficiency costs) must be applied to determine the appropriate set of prices.  In
general, these prices will satisfy a set of conditions that depend on both supply (cost) and
demand conditions across all markets.

In practice, firms generally produce a number of goods or services with complicated interplay
between their collective costs of production and interdependent demands.  For example,
telecommunications carriers serve many distinct and generally independent markets, such as
local, national, international and mobile calls, all of which share the use of the same network
to varying degrees.  On the other hand, the demands for the different services of an airport
are not independent - runway, apron and terminal services are a bundle of services that are
purchased collectively – but their capital costs can be attributed almost directly to specific
services.  Retail and car parking services are distinct services in production, but have derived
demands, dependent on the purchase by an airline of landing services.  Airports do, however,
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sell services to distinct customer groups, namely international, regional and domestic airlines.
Each customer group purchases different packages of airport services and generates different
levels of derived demands (international customers purchase more terminal and duty-free
services than regional, for example).

The solution to the problem of maximising the total surplus across the various markets served
by a multi-output firm is to adopt the inverse elasticity pricing rule, also known as Ramsey
pricing2.  In its simplest form (when demands are independent), this rule states that at the
pricing solution the ratio of the markups on marginal costs in any pair of markets is equal to
the inverse of the ratio of the price elasticities of their demands.  That is, for any two markets,
A and B:

p mc
p

p mc
p

A A

A

B B

B

B

A

−







−







=
ε
ε

Equation 2-1

In Equation 2-1 pi, mci and εi are, respectively, the price, marginal cost and own-price
elasticity of demand for good i (at the solution).

Figure 2-1 illustrates the logic of the inverse elasticity rule for the case of a firm serving two
markets.  By raising the price in market B, to pB' from pB (=mcB), and decreasing the price in
market A by an amount that leaves total contributions to fixed costs unchanged, total
deadweight costs are reduced (increasing by the small shaded triangle in market B, but
decreasing by the much larger shaded quadrilateral in market A).  Deadweight costs can be
reduced further by shifting the burden of fixed costs away from the market (A) with
relatively elastic demand towards the relatively more inelastic market (B).  Prices p*A and
p*B satisfy the Ramsey rule.  At this point the marginal change in deadweight cost from the
last dollar contributed to fixed cost is the same in all markets.  The mark-up over marginal
costs will be larger in the more inelastic market (B), but the proportional decrease in quantity
away from the marginal cost solution is the same in both markets.

                                                
2 Strictly, the rule should be termed Ramsey-Boiteux pricing.  The conditions satisfied by prices at a solution
were first described by Ramsey (1927) in the context of a taxation problem, but were first outlined by Boiteux
(1956) in the context of cost recovery by a public utility.
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Figure 2-1: Logic of the Ramsey rule for a two product firm

Although cost differences generally imply different prices, second-best prices also depend on
the structure of demands, and the optimal prices for the two goods differ in this case even
though their marginal costs are the same.  Second-best pricing, therefore, requires firms to
have the ability to discriminate on the basis of both cost and demand differences.

The Ramsey condition generalises to firms producing more than two goods and to markets
with interdependent demands.  The deadweight cost minimisation interpretation remains true
when demands are interdependent (complements and substitutes), but the form of the inverse
elasticity rule becomes far more complicated.  For instance, with only two outputs, A and B,
the rule becomes:
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Equation 2-2

In Equation 2-2 ri and εij are, respectively, the revenue for good i and the cross-price
elasticity of demand for good i with respect for the price of good j.  With more than two
goods this rule would include all the cross-price elasticity terms and revenues of all goods.
The inverse elasticity rule is very demanding in terms of information about the firm's cost
structure and demand elasticities in the various markets served by the firm.

The inverse elasticity rule is also the total surplus maximising method of raising any arbitrary
level of profit, including the profit maximum.  While a monopoly firm has infinitely many
ways to set prices to generate any particular profit, there is only one that satisfies the Ramsey
conditions and minimises the deadweight cost of generating its supernormal return.
Consequently, targeting profit alone does not ensure efficiency, since both the structure and
the level of prices must be set optimally.  A regulator cannot be satisfied that prices are
efficient just by ensuring profit has been reduced to its target level, it must also guarantee that
the firm sets the second-best prices.  It is difficult for a regulator explicitly to dictate the
second-best prices to a firm because of the information required.  The Ramsey structure will,
however, emerge naturally as an unregulated firm, or one subject to appropriately designed
constraints, adjusts its prices to maximise profit.
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2.2.2. Multi-part pricing schemes: access charges and marginal cost usage prices
In the discussion above deadweight losses are due, in part, to the type of prices used.  They
can be diminished by adopting more complicated pricing schemes.

Multi-part pricing involves setting different prices for different quantities purchased.  The
simplest form is two-part pricing, in which the uniform charge per unit of single-part pricing
is combined with an access charge.  Consumers pay a fixed fee that entitles them to purchase
whatever quantity of the good they want at the uniform charge.  Examples include the flagfall
on taxi charges and the admission charge to amusement parks.  Multi-part prices can also
take the form of quantity discounts and increasing block tariffs.

With multi-part pricing marginal cost per unit pricing is no longer incompatible with cost
recovery.  Consider a firm producing a single good, and assume that demand comes from a
single consumer.  The firm can break-even by charging marginal cost for each unit purchased
and levying an access charge equal to its fixed cost.  Provided the consumer gains enough
surplus from buying the desired quantity at the marginal cost price, the quantity sold will be
the first-best level that maximises total surplus, and the payment of the access charge
transfers enough of that surplus to the firm to ensure its costs are recovered.

If there is more than one consumer, the fixed charge can be divided between them, although
not necessarily equally.  Similarly, if the firm produces many outputs, each can be sold at a
marginal cost price, and the balance of costs recovered from access charges.  The complex
system of markups implied by the Ramsey rule would not be needed.

Unfortunately, there are practical problems which mean the Ramsey conditions for second-
best prices still apply in most cases of practical relevance.  When the firm faces a large and
diverse group of consumers it will not necessarily be able to obtain a first-best outcome by
setting marginal cost prices and a uniform access fee.  Consumers will pay the access charge
only if the surplus received by consuming at the per unit charge justifies the loss of other
consumption.  If the access fee is too high they will drop out of the market and the quantity
sold will not be the first-best.  This will require a higher access fee from those who remain
and increasing the likelihood that others will drop out.  In these circumstances, the only way
the firm could guarantee that it attains the first-best solution would be to tailor access charges
individually to consumers' surpluses at the marginal cost price3.  Setting per unit charges at
marginal costs then no longer maximises total surplus because deadweight losses are
generated by the consumers who drop out of the market.

Firms are unlikely to be able to tailor access fees without driving some potential customers
away and consequently faces a similar problem to when it sets single-part prices.  There is a
"demand for access" which reflects the rate at which consumers leave the market as access
fees change for any given set of per.  Optimal multi-part prices will then require the access
fee and unit charges to be set according to the Ramsey rule for interdependent demands.
Again, the efficient structure of tariffs will depend on the information available, the potential
for resale and the costs of administering a highly complex and discriminatory price structure.

Quite apart from the difficulties involved in enforcing socially efficient outcomes, regulators
are unlikely ever to be able to identify optimal prices because of information problems.
Nevertheless, firms with natural monopoly costs will have a tendency to set efficient
structures of prices as they attempt to maximise profits.  The task then is to design regulation

                                                
3 Even then, the obtaining the first-best solution relies on being able to prevent resale between customers, so that
access fees are not "shared" at the firm's expense.
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that harnesses firms' incentives for finding efficient prices at the lowest possible cost to total
surplus.

2.3. Simple price caps
Price caps have origins in both the theoretical and practical sides of monopoly regulation.
Although the theoretical analysis provides an understanding of the operation of the scheme in
very simple situations, it cannot be expected to capture the complexity of application in
practice.  The discussion of price caps which follows begins with their properties in simple,
static environments before introducing some of the complications relevant to the form of
control applied to Australian leased airports.

2.3.1. The Vogelsang and Finsinger (1979) mechanism
As a response to the information problems of direct regulation, Vogelsang and Finsinger
(1979) (henceforth VF) proposed a mechanism which ensures that a profit maximising firm
with economies of scale will eventually set prices that satisfy the Ramsey conditions and earn
zero profits.  In a world of stable costs and demands, the scheme only requires the regulator
to monitor quantities and the minimum cost of production in the immediate past period.
Nothing needs to be known about the structures of demands faced by the monopoly or the
parameters of the cost function.  Although observation of past prices and quantities is
unlikely to cause the regulator significant problems, monitoring the minimum cost of past
production is one of the major obstacles to the practical application of this mechanism.

The VF price cap is most simply expressed as:

( ) ( )( )p q p C q pi
i

i∑ ≤

Equation 2-3
In Equation 2-3 p  is the vector of prices set in the previous period, so the quantities supplied,
( )q p , and the cost of production at these prices, ( )( )C q p , are constants in the current period.

The firm can raise or lower current prices, the pi  values, provided that the sum of prices,
weighted by past quantities, does not exceed last period costs.  With some algebraic
manipulation, Equation 2-3 can be written as:
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Equation 2-4

In Equation 2-4, ri  is the revenue share of service i in the basket, and ( )Π p  and ( )R p  are
past period profit and revenue, respectively.  In this form, the VF scheme requires the firm to
reduce its prices, on average, by the share of profit in its past period revenues.

When the firm sets prices to maximise profit one period at a time, the VF mechanism causes
it to rebalance tariffs to the second-best structure and (eventually) to converge on zero profit
(since past profit always requires the level of price to fall).  This convergence can be
illustrated with a one-good example.  In that case, Equation 2-3 requires the firm to set its
current price equal to or below the average cost of last period output.  Provided the firm is
not already pricing above the profit maximum, it will not price below average cost and the
price cap will always be exactly satisfied.  In Figure 2-2, the firm starts with a price, p0,
above the average cost solution and earns supernormal profits.  The price cap reduces price to
the average cost of the original quantity sold, p1, at which a larger quantity is sold, so the
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average cost of production, and next period's price, p2, is lower again.  The limit of this
process is the Ramsey solution at which profit is driven to zero.

Figure 2-2: The one-good VF mechanism

The one-good example illustrates the convergence of the VF mechanism to zero profit but not
how the scheme provides the monopoly with an incentive to set prices efficiently to obtain
that solution.  When the firm produces more than one good there is leeway for it to trade
increases in some prices for decreases in others and still satisfy the constraint.  Unlike the
one-good case, there is an element of choice and there are innumerable combinations of
prices which give the zero profit result, but a limited, and possibly unique, combination
which meets the Ramsey conditions.

The VF constraint has the monopoly seek out the second best solution as a by-product of its
profit maximising choice.  In each period, the change in constrained prices which maximises
profit also increases consumer surplus.  As explained by Vogelsang and Finsinger (1979) and
emphasised by Brennan (1989), this follows because the past quantities used to weight price
changes in Equation 2-3, and implicit in Equation 2-4, reflect the relative importance of
changes in tariffs for the sum of consumer surpluses over the output markets.  Although the
price cap could be satisfied by reducing all prices in the proportion of the profit share, this
will not generally maximise price cap constrained profit.  Instead, the firm is guided by the
quantity weights to find prices which increase consumer surplus, so that, as profit is reduced
by the requirement that the level of price fall, tariffs move closer to the prices that maximise
consumer surplus at zero profit.

The simplicity and effectiveness of this scheme come at the expense of generality.  As
Vogelsang and Finsinger recognised, the efficiency properties of this simple price cap no
longer hold in even slightly more realistic circumstances.  The weaknesses of the original
price cap and alternative mechanisms which avoid some of its problems are described below.
The key difficulty, however, is observing the true minimum cost of past period production
with any degree of certainty.

2.3.2. Littlechild's revenue-based alternative

The "RPI−X" price cap introduced in Britain in 1984 to limit the prices set by the newly
privatised British Telecom and the "CPI−X" schemes applied to Telecom and OTC in
Australia in 1989 and to the privatised Australian airports from 1997 and 1998, all depart
from the VF mechanism by restricting the weighted sum of prices to a level based on revenue
in the previous period instead of cost.  These schemes also differ from the simple VF price
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cap by allowing for, inter alia, expected movements in general price levels and productivity
improvements.  The revenue-based price cap takes the form:

( ) ( )( )p q p R q pi
i

i∑ ≤

Equation 2-5
Alternatively, as in Equation 2-4, Equation 2-5 can be rearranged as a limit on the weighted
sum of price changes.  That is:
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Equation 2-6
This limit is less restrictive than the VF constraint in Equation 2-3 as it allows the firm
indefinitely to set the same prices and generate the same profit.  The firm can retain its old
prices (all price changes are zero), but should rebalance if a more profitable alternative is
available.  The efficiency gains generated by adopting more profitable prices are also shared
with consumers, and they will (in aggregate) always benefit from price changes that satisfy
this price cap.  The firm will also have an incentive to ensure costs are minimised, as all the
savings can be kept as profit.

When initial prices satisfy the Ramsey conditions, the firm can maintain the initial level of
profits for as long as the regulation applies.  Although some allocative inefficiency will be
preserved as a consequence, there may still be efficiency gains (captured as profit) as the firm
minimises the costs of production.
If initial prices are not second-best for the initial profit level, myopic profit maximisation
constrained by Equation 2-5 eventually leads the firm to set Ramsey prices with profit and
consumer surplus higher than the initial levels.  That is, the firm "rebalances" the sources of
its revenue towards a more efficient solution.  The prices to which the firm converges depend
on cost and demand conditions and the initial prices.  Although consumers benefit from the
process, the firm again retains, and improves on, any initial supernormal profits.  Total
surplus could only be further improved by moving to lower profits, provided the Ramsey
conditions are still satisfied.

A revenue-based price cap can be made to approximate a VF cap by modifying the revenue
base for the fraction of revenue which is profit or cost padding.  If it is impossible, or
prohibitively expensive, to find the firm's minimum cost of producing output in the previous
period, but there is some evidence of supernormal profit or excess costs, regulators may set a
positive X factor that requires the weighted sum of prices to decrease.  That is, Equation 2-5
could be modified to:
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Equation 2-7

As discussed by Bradley and Price (1988a), although this approach leads to a welfare
improvement whenever the firm is still making supernormal profit, there is a danger that the
firm may be forced to make a loss if X overstates the fraction of excess profit in revenue.
This cannot be avoided unless the information on costs required to implement a VF
mechanism is available in the first place.
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Nevertheless, when there is strong evidence of supernormal profit or excess costs, adjusting a
revenue-based price cap for some part of the suspected fraction in revenue may lead to
improved efficiency at relatively low administrative cost.  Conversely, if prices have
consistently been associated with losses, the X factor could be set to allow the weighted sum
of prices to rise (the right-hand side of Equation 2-7 would be positive).

2.3.3. Current period revenue share weights
In the price caps applied to the leased Australian airports changes in charges are all weighted
by with immediate past period revenue shares.  This differs from the price caps applied to
Telstra after 1992 which adopted current year revenue shares (see Access Economics, 1998).
In that case, the cap takes the form:
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Equation 2-8
This difference between Equation 2-6 and Equation 2-8 is not trivial, and has the potential
substantially to alter the efficiency properties of the price cap mechanism.  In particular,
although the firm will still converge to Ramsey prices in the long-run, the scope for increased
profits as prices are rebalanced either increases or decreases, compared with the situation
under the old weighting scheme, depending on the structure of demands faced by the firm.

In general, the firm is able to increase profits faster with current rather than past revenue
share weights when demands are all price elastic, and will be more tightly constrained when
demands are all inelastic (Abraham, 1994).  This latter case is the more likely in the
telecommunications industry.  The properties of the price cap, including the effect on the rate
of growth of profits, will be ambiguous when demands for services have a mixture of elastic
and inelastic price responses, and the conditions necessary to ensure which form of the
revenue weights creates a more restrictive control cannot easily be verified from casual
observation of elasticity parameters alone.  Moreover, the change in the base period for
revenue shares allows the possibility that price changes that satisfy the cap could cause
consumer surplus to fall.

In general, the use of past period revenue share weights is to be preferred for both practical
and efficiency reasons and, in the event that price caps apply to airport charges in the future,
this aspect of the current controls should be retained.

2.4. Determinants of the X factor
The properties of price caps described above apply in static environments.  In practice, the
nominal and relative values of demands and costs faced by the firm will be constantly
changing and the efficient prices will also be changing.  Because the convergence properties
of the price caps depend, inter alia, on the stability of the underlying environment, their
welfare properties are ambiguous once dynamic factors have to be considered.  The basic
price caps can be modified to account for underlying change in some simple cases.  However,
indexation is unlikely to ensure improvements in efficiency for more complicated systems.
Examining the simple cases provides an insight into the design of indexation factors for price
cap or the rate of allowable price rises under any other form of price control.

2.4.1. Inflation adjustment
If inflation caused all nominal costs and demands to increase at the same rate, the firm could
be allowed to raise its prices at this rate with no real consequences.  Although nominal prices
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may be rising, depending on the balance of the decreases required to satisfy the cap and the
rate of inflation, the quantities produced and sold under the regulation would be exactly those
that would have applied in the absence of inflation.  In practice, inflation is not uniform and
there will be differences in the rates at which the nominal prices of the firm's inputs change
(wages rising slower than fuel costs, for instance).  Consequently, the real structure of the
firm's costs will constantly be changing, as will the relationship between real costs and
demands.

While the changing structure of real demands due to different rates of nominal change can be
partly captured by the measure of technical progress and changes in the real costs, differences
between the growth of nominal demands and costs may significantly bias the indexation of
the cap in either direction. The choice of the appropriate measure of the rate of general price
changes is important, especially if the measure used consistently under- or over-estimated the
changes in nominal costs and demands.  Using a measure tied too closely to the regulated
firm's actual costs will, however, undermine the incentive properties of the controls.

In practice, only a generic measure of underlying cost changes, such as the CPI, tends to be
used.  The right-hand side of Equation 2-7 would become "CPI−X", and the cap would allow
nominal prices to rise, on average, by the CPI change less any real decrease required in the X
factor.

2.4.2. Changes in real costs and demands
The X factor is commonly referred to as the means to adjust prices for the rate of productivity
improvements4.  Nevertheless, in order accurately to reflect the nominal price changes which
are required to limit real profits, the X factor must also incorporate other influences,
including the rate of change and elasticities of demand and the degree of economies of scale
in production.

As demonstrated by Vickers and Yarrow (1988), Ramsey prices fall at a faster rate than real
costs when demands are less than perfectly inelastic because the firm is able to spread total
costs over more units of output.  If, for instance, fixed costs make up half of total costs and
demand has an elasticity of -0.5, Ramsey prices will be decreasing more than 30 per cent
faster than costs.  Adjusting the price cap for the expected rate of decrease of costs alone will
then allow the firm to increase its markup of prices above real marginal costs and therefore
increase profits, contrary to the regulator's intentions.

This effect is even stronger if demands are growing in real terms.  Scale economies also
mean that, for a given level of real profit, efficient prices will be lower.  Demand growth
consequently affects the appropriate level at which to index a price cap.  If demands are
growing, Ramsey prices will be falling at a rate influenced by the demand price elasticities
and the degree of economies of scale.  Demand growth will be influenced by many factors
external to the regulated markets, including the rate of growth of the economy generally, but
may also be affected by the expansion of competitors and the strategies adopted by the
regulated firm to retain its market share.  A price cap may therefore give a firm incentives to
over-invest in marketing to expand demand faster than allowed for in the original X factor
calculations.

If these factors can be quantified, the projected growth in demands for capped services must
be combined with estimates of rates of cost decrease and scale elasticities to determine the

                                                
4 This is the interpretation of the X factor implicit in the Pricing Policy Paper (DoTRD, 1996, page 2) which
outlined the price caps to apply to leased Australian airports.
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appropriate X factor.  Because the relationship between these factors cannot easily be defined
qualitatively, the best method for projecting the appropriate X factor is to model the system
of costs and demands faced by the firm, including the projected changes in costs and
demands, to estimate the X required to achieve an appropriate real profit target.

Setting the X factor without proper consideration of these other factors could easily lead to a
situation in which the firm either makes windfall gains or, conversely, is unduly constrained
by the price cap and may become unprofitable.

2.5. Weaknesses of price caps
Although the simple price caps have desirable efficiency properties, they have a number of
weaknesses, aside from the adjustment problems already discussed, which make it difficult to
ensure they generate efficient outcomes in practice.

2.5.1. Changing demand environment
If the structure of demands is changing rapidly, possibly because of reform, price caps are no
longer guaranteed to have desirable efficiency properties.  Some adjustment for general
trends in demands can be made by setting higher or lower X factors.  However modelling the
firm's costs and demands to determine X will not be helpful if the underlying structure of
demands is undergoing unprecedented changes.  For a firm with many outputs the changes to
efficient prices cannot be represented easily by a simple summary statistic such as the X
factor and the price cap may impede progress towards the long-run trend of efficient prices.
Indeed, without perfect information, the firm may be drawn away from Ramsey prices by an
incorrectly indexed cap.

2.5.2. Dynamic manipulation
If the firm formulates its pricing plans more than one period ahead, the price caps no longer
necessarily have the efficiency properties described.  The discounted value of the stream of
regulated profits may be higher if the firm delays some of its price adjustment, at the cost of
profit in that period, in order to ease the restrictiveness of the price cap in following periods,
and allow higher future profits.  Although the prices set by the firm will generally still
converge to satisfy the Ramsey conditions, the gains in total surplus will be realised more
slowly than under myopic profit maximisation, and the long-run level of profit will be higher,
with the consequence that long-run total surplus is lower.

The regulator is unable to detect this problem without sufficient information to verify profits
were maximised subject to the price control.  Regulatory schemes have been proposed that
avoid dynamic manipulation by tying the increase in the firm's profits to changes in total
surplus5, thus giving incentives to adjust prices faster when the firm has a long-term planning
horizon.  Unfortunately, these schemes also generally assume the regulator has access to
more information about consumer demands than is needed to implement the simple price
caps.

2.5.3. Pre-emptive investment
There is a well-developed literature on how firms can make sunk investments in capacity to
create barriers to entry6.  When technology exhibits economies of scale, the first firm to
establish its productive capacity has an advantage in being able to undercut new entrants as

                                                
5 See, for instance, Sappington and Sibley (1988), Sibley (1989) and Vogelsang (1990).
6 See, for instance, Kreps and Scheinkman (1983).
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they establish their plant.  Even when these entrants have superior technology (and long-run
lower costs), the presence of the existing firm can deter entry.

These investments influence the efficiency of price caps indirectly through the observed costs
and rates of return at the time of any review of X, and consequently modify the firm's
decisions about the level and timing of new investments.  Because the X factor must be reset,
at least partly, by reference to reported profits, the same incentives that arise under rate-of-
return regulation for the firm to over-invest in the measured capital stock (the Averch-
Johnson (1962) effect) will recur under price caps.  To the extent that a monopoly firm may
have already over-invested in capacity in anticipation of, and in response to, increased
competition, it is not possible to determine the net effect of these incentives on costs.
International comparisons may allow some insights into efficient capital levels, but it is
difficult to separate institutional and regulatory influences on these levels from other factors
such as geographical dispersion, access to new technology and demand growth.

2.5.4. Preservation of existing price structures
A price cap based on past-period revenue shares has the drawback that it tends to preserve
existing, possibly inefficient, pricing structures.  For instance, a firm may want to introduce
more efficient two-part pricing, but if past revenue is based on only a unit charge the
regulator may have no basis on which to asses the revenue or weighted price impact of the
proposal7.

In general, a regulated firm should be allowed to introduce new charges if it thinks they are
an appropriate offset or adjunct to existing charges, provided they do not serve to relax the
implicit limit on profits and generate a net improvement in consumer welfare.  Because
regulators are generally in a worse position to assess the best form of prices than they are to
assess the levels of current prices, price controls need therefore to give incentives and
flexibility for the firm to set more efficient prices.  Unfortunately, price caps do not generally
give that flexibility.  There is no way to integrate the impact of new charges (or new services)
into the controls in the absence of revenue or some other measure of their impact, something
which, by definition, is not available.  It is one of the advantages of adopting current-period
revenue share weights in the price cap that it does allow new charges to be included in the
cap, but at the expense of other potentially adverse incentives.

2.5.5. Breadth of the controls
The discussion above presumes that all of the services of a regulated firm are included in the
price cap.  In practice, price caps have generally only been applied to a subset of goods or
services supplied by regulated firms, often with the rationale that the unregulated products
are sold into relatively competitive markets in which the firm has little or no market power.

As noted by Access Economics (1998, Section 4.4) in the context of the impact of growing
competition for Telstra's price capped services, this introduces two complications:

• the regulator needs to assess the appropriate contribution of the capped sub-set of outputs
to genuinely fixed or joint costs of production, something that requires it to identify
efficient prices, and is unlikely to be done well; and

                                                
7 A similar problem arises if the firm wants to change the basis of the charging units.  A long-standing example
of this is the difficulty faced by Telstra in obtaining regulatory (and political) approval for the introduction of
timed charges for local telephone calls to replace fixed per call charging.
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• it will be substantially harder to assess the economies of scale and expected productivity
improvements for the subset of capped services in isolation from the rest of the firm's
outputs, increasing the likelihood the X factor is incorrectly set.

Moreover, if there is a substantial initial imbalance between the contributions of capped and
uncapped services to fixed costs, the regulator must also determine the appropriate
adjustment to the X factor to allow the firm to increase or decrease the contributions of
capped service, so it eventually sets prices across all outputs that give appropriate
consumption and investment signals.

Including outputs sold into competitive markets in the price cap will not suddenly give the
firm more scope to set prices, but does have the advantage that changes in prices are more
likely to be appropriately weighed against each other.  An inclusive price cap is therefore
more likely to generate efficient prices than one that only includes outputs over which the
firm has market power.

2.6. Comparison of price caps and rate-of-return regulation
Price caps were introduced in the 1980s and 1990s as an alternative to, and replacement for,
rate-of-return regulation of prices set by firms with natural monopoly costs.  As widely
practiced in the United States during most of the last century8, rate-of-return regulation limits
price levels based on periodic assessments of realised profits or the rates of return for specific
inputs (usually capital).  This form of regulation potentially creates inefficiencies in various
ways:

• It may give the firm incentive to over-invest (under-invest) in the inputs on which the
allowed return is calculated whenever that return is greater (lower) than the cost of capital
(the Averch and Johnson (1962) effect).

• The firm may lose the incentive to minimise cost if it is able to pass on all expenditure to
consumers as higher prices.  This might occur, for example, if controlled prices are based
on an imperfect assessment of minimum costs.  The firm then has incentive to pad its
costs, although the profitability of such a strategy depends on a number of factors
including: the share of additional expenditure the regulator will accept as necessary for
production; the share which is waste and does not accrue some benefits to the firm; the
future benefits of current period cost padding; and the firm's time discount rate.

• The structure of prices may also be distorted by an ill-informed regulator.  In practice,
regulators often prescribed the prices which generate a "fair" rate of return.  Similarly,
fixed costs were allocated across the outputs of the firm, almost without regard to the
demand conditions needed for efficient pricing.  This inevitably results in inefficient
prices for the profits eventually earned by the regulated firm.  For example, the balance
between peak and off-peak prices may be distorted (Bailey (1972) and Waverman
(1975)), the firm may be encouraged inefficiently to adopt two-part prices (Sherman and
Visscher (1982)) or the regulator might restrict profits by only allowing single-part prices
or by limiting the degree of price discrimination9.

                                                
8 Surveys of the economic literature on rate-of-return regulation can be found in Bailey (1973), Berg and
Tschirhart (1988) and Sherman (1989).
9 Oi (1971) demonstrates that a well-informed monopolist who would otherwise set efficient two-part prices will
have an incentive to price below marginal cost if prevented from setting an access fee and usage charges which
discriminate between consumers.
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Although price caps were thought to avoid most of these undesirable features of rate-of-
return regulation, it is now understood that the periodic reviews of the parameters of price
caps (both the X factor and the extent to which the cap covers the outputs of the regulated
firm) will generate many of the same information problems for regulators and adverse
incentives for the firm.  For instance, a firm that pursues cost reductions too vigorously and
realises substantial profits in the first period of a price cap runs the risk that the regulator will
impose a tighter X factor in following periods, to "claw back" those profits.  Nevertheless,
price caps still have the advantage of giving the firm flexibility between reviews that tended
to be absent from more prescriptive rate-of-return regulation.

2.7. Summary
Price caps go some way towards solving the information problems associated with regulation
of firms with market power derived from natural monopoly costs.  They provide a useful
mechanism for orderly adjustment by the regulated firm when there is substantial evidence of
supernormal profits, excessive costs or structural imbalances in prices.  In these
circumstances the cap can be set with an X factor that forces an appropriate rate of decrease
of prices and associated profit, while still giving the firm a profit incentive to make the
necessary changes.  Although gathering the necessary information to set the X factor will
always cause difficulties in practice, some improvement in allocative and productive
efficiency is reasonably assured provided the regulator is reasonably well informed about the
firm and its markets.

However, when the firm is already operating relatively efficiently, demand conditions are
changing rapidly and unpredictably or the price cap is applied to preserve low or negative
levels of profitability, there is a strong likelihood that the controls and the X factor will cause
the firm to set prices that generate worse outcomes than might have arisen without direct
prices oversight.
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3. The market for airport services

The demand for aeronautical services is derived from the final demand for air travel.
Aeronautical charges are filtered through the cost structures of airlines into airfares.

All airlines face similar airport charges, so they have little impact on the relative
competitiveness of new entrants or incumbents.  Changes in airport charges are generally
passed through directly to passengers, with little impact on the airlines.

Demand for air travel tends to be somewhat price elastic, but the small part of airline costs
accounted for by aeronautical charges means that, even when they are fully passed on, the
price elasticity of derived demand for aeronautical services is very low.

Airline pricing and load management practices mean Business and Full economy class
passengers bear a proportionally greater share of overhead costs (such as airport charges)
thus leisure passengers are less impacted by changes in airport charges.

Airport charges can potentially impact on airline decisions of scheduling and route
development.  The wide range of other factors that influence airline decisions (such as fuel
prices, crewing, maintenance and so on) reduces the relative importance of airport charges
in airline scheduling decisions

Consequently, a modest increase in airport charges (to restore profitability and ensure
adequate future capacity) will cause virtually no behavioural change from airlines or
passengers.  The only impact will be a redistribution of economic surplus away from
passengers towards airports, with little impact on airlines, because higher airport charges
will be passed through directly to passengers.

Air travel is disproportionately consumed by the wealthy and foreign, whereas airports are
predominantly owned by retirement saving funds.  A redistribution of wealth away from
passengers towards airports will have minimal equity concerns for the Australian
constituency.

Airlines will negotiate strongly to counter any abuse of market power by airports.  More
importantly airlines effectively perform the price-surveillance function, so there is no need
for the PSA and ACCC to perform these functions.

The price controls on Australian airports appear unnecessarily restrictive, compared with
international experience of airport regulation.  Direct price control is not widely considered
necessary to avert potential abuse of market power.  In the UK, formal restrictions on
aeronautical charges only apply to the four largest airports.  In New Zealand, the USA and
Canada none of the mixed publicly and privately owned and operated airports are subject to
formal price control.  Other mechanisms inhibit potential exercise of local monopoly power,
including generic trade practices and anti-trust legislation.

This Section provides some relevant empirical background on the market for airport services.
It begins with a discussion of the factors influencing the derived demand for airport services,
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including price elasticity of demand, airport charges in the price of air travel and other drivers
of demand.  The incidence of airport charges is considered in the context of distributional
factors derived from airline's load management practices and the income distribution of
demand for air travel.  The key features of airport cost structures are then summarised before
a consideration of the nature and extent of competition between airports and the
countervailing power of airlines.  The Section concludes with a brief comparison of
approaches to airport regulation in the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada and New
Zealand.

Airport charges are filtered into airfares through the cost structures and competitive processes
of domestic and international airlines.  The demand for airport services must therefore be
examined in the context of the demand for air travel and the place of airport services costs in
the costs and decisions of airlines.

3.1. The derived demand for airport services
The demands for airport services are derived from final demands for air travel.  The elasticity
of those derived demands with respect to airport charges is important for determining the
potential for and extent of any efficiency losses from market power, and the degree of
redistribution associated with regulation.

The demand for air travel itself is also a means to an end, namely a vacation or business
meeting in a far away destination, and is part of a basket of goods including hotels, hire cars
and restaurants.  Airfares are complements in consumption with many other goods and
services, and are rarely consumed in isolation.

3.1.1. Elasticities of demand for air travel
While studies of airfare elasticities are common in the literature, the elasticity of demand to
airport charges is less commonly studied.  In the absence of studies on the elasticity of
demand to airport services, this discussion initially focuses on airfares.  In order to apply the
literature on airfare elasticities to the issue of airport charges, the (small) relative contribution
of airport charges to total airfares must then be established.

A useful summary of airfare elasticities is contained in the Environmental Impact Statement
for the Second Sydney Airport (Badgerys Creek) (DoTRS et al, 1999, pages J1-22)10.  For
international departures of Australian leisure travellers the elasticity of demand to
movements in airfares varied between -0.23 and -1.19, depending on the country visited.
International arrivals of foreign leisure travellers had elasticities between -0.5 and -1.86.
Business travel was between -0.01 and -0.62.

Similarly, the Productivity Commission has previously found demand for air travel strongly
elastic with respect to income, but somewhat less elastic with respect to airfares11.

While international travel is more often studied, it is domestic travel that uses more
Australian airport capacity.  There are over 1 million domestic and regional aircraft
movements at Australian airports, around 10 times the number of international aircraft
movements.  There are 28 million passenger movements on Australian domestic and regional
city-pairs a year, nearly double the number of international passenger movements, of 15
million a year.  Noting that each domestic passenger uses an Australian airport at both ends
of the city pair, whereas international passengers only use an Australian airport at one end,
                                                
10 These estimates were drawn from BTCE (1995).
11 PC (1999) Section 2.4.
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there are 56 million airport movements of domestic and regional passengers and only 15
million international movements, at Australian airports12.

The MEL-SYD city pair alone accounts for 11.6 million airport movements annually13,
nearly 80% of the total number of international passenger airport movements.  Airports
receive aeronautical and car parking revenue from domestic passengers, whereas they derive
substantial terminal and duty-free revenue from international passengers.

It is important therefore not to focus unduly on international travel.  The efficiency of airport
services provision for domestic travel is also more important for equity issues, since the vast
majority of domestic passengers are Australians, they thus have more weight in any social
objective functions than international travellers, the majority of whom are from overseas.

Unfortunately, there are no estimates of elasticities available for Australian domestic air
travel, partly due to the lack of timeseries data on travel by purpose of trip.

Estimates of the elasticity of demand to airfares tend to be inaccurate because data on price is
difficult to obtain.  On a typical MEL-SYD flight almost every person on the aircraft will
have paid a different fare, due to corporate rebates, code shares, advance purchases,
passengers connecting to/from Tasmania, Saturday night stays, Internet discounts, package
holidays and myriad other reasons.  Information on average fares is hard to obtain (due to
confidentiality reasons) and, even if available, is not ideal for measuring the elasticity at the
margin.  For instance, even if a reliable time series on discounted airfares could be obtained,
airlines alter the number of discounted seats sold on each flight.  Depending on the time of
day, week and year, the number of discounted seats on each flight is adjusted to optimise
yield, thus the availability of an airfare is as important as the actual airfare, when measuring
elasticities.

Consistent data on airfare movements over time are also impossible to obtain.  Published
airfares can be tracked (as in the American Express Asia-Pacific Airfare Index), which
measure long term trends reasonably well.  However, the many discounts offered for brief
periods are impossible to track.  These discounts and "net" fares explain much more of the
variation in the dependent variable than any slow trends in published fares.  Thus the main
explanatory variable is poorly measured, which biases attempts to estimate airfare elasticities.

3.1.2. Airport charges
In the years prior to privatisation, the Federal Airports Corporation (FAC)-owned airports
charged aeronautical prices that covered 75% of network-wide long-term average
aeronautical costs14.  The loss on aeronautical services was offset by profits from non-
aeronautical operations (the "single-till" concept).

In preparation for phase one privatisation on 1 July 1997, the FAC moved to location-specific
charges on 1 June 1997.  This reduced (but did not eliminate) differentials in cost recovery at
individual airports.  The network-wide average increase in landing charges was 10.8%15, thus
cost recovery of aeronautical charges improved to around 83% .

                                                
12 See Table 6-2 in the Data attachment.
13 See Table 6-3 in the Data attachment.
14 See Box 8.2 at page 188 of PC (1999).
15 Minister for Transport and Regional Development, Press release TR162/96, "Airport Landing Charges
Guaranteed to Fall", 27 November 1996, http://www.dotrs.gov.au/media/archive/sharp/tr162.htm.
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Table 3-1 contains a summary of airport charges at some key regulated airports.  Airports
earn revenue from all sources (landing charges, duty-free, car parking, etc) in the order of
$10 to $13 per passenger movement.  Regulated aeronautical charges, however, are typically
only 30% at each airport.  Aeronautical charges for passenger operations average around
$3.50.  Adelaide airport is somewhat below the other airports in terms of unit charges, but
will increase to more normal levels once the new multi-user integrated terminal is
constructed and an additional passenger facilitation charge is introduced.

Due to historical accident (a FAC concession during the two-airline era), the major airlines
operate their own domestic terminals, while the airport operates the international terminal.
Furthermore, international passengers buy duty-free and international aircraft like a B747
weigh considerably more per passenger than domestic aircraft (at typical load factors, a B747
has around 0.9 passengers per tonne while a B737 has around 1.5 passengers per tonne).
Thus, airports always earn more total revenue from each international passenger, around
$4.50 to $5.50 per international passenger, compared with around $2 to $3 per domestic
passenger.  Airports also have more scope to innovate and grow revenue from international
passengers.

Airports also earn revenue from other operations such as general aviation, aircraft parking
and so on.  Some of this revenue may be associated with passenger traffic, but it was not
possible to allocate it given the information available.  Thus, Table 3-1 is an approximation,
albeit a reasonable one.

Table 3-1: Sample of airport charges, 1998-99
Melbourne Brisbane Perth Adelaide

Passenger movements (‘000)
International terminal passengers 3,015 2,983 1,705 295
Domestic passengers 11,569 7,730 3,264 3,799
Total 14,584 10,713 4,969 4,094

Revenue ($’000)
Total, all sources 153,390 123,517 65,304 46,264
Total aeronautical 52,511 35,479 18,819 10,031
International aeronautical 17,551 16,049 7,727 877
Domestic aeronautical 31,545 15,688 9,198 7,965
Other (GA, aircraft parking, etc) 3,415 3,742 1,894 1,189

Ratios
Aero revenue : Total revenue 34.2% 28.7% 28.8% 21.7%
Total revenue per passenger movement $10.52 $11.53 $13.14 $11.30
Aero revenue per passenger movement $3.60 $3.31 $3.79 $2.45
Aero revenue per passenger movement, international $5.82 $5.38 $4.53 $2.97
Aero revenue per passenger movement, domestic $2.73 $2.03 $2.82 $2.10

Source: ACCC regulatory reports.  The split between international and domestic revenue is approximate – some items were
pro-rated due to the unavailability of data.
Note: International passenger movements include domestic on-carriage and transit using the international terminal
facilities; domestic includes regional  passengers.
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3.1.3. Airport charges within airfares
The Data attachment (Section 6) has a sample of airfares in Table 6-1.  The average domestic
return airfare would appear to be around $44416.  This includes four airport movements with
aeronautical charges of around $2 to $3 per passenger at each end.  The total contribution of
regulated airport charges is thus 2% to 3% of airfares.  For international travellers, the
average airfare is around $650 each way.  Australian airport charges are higher at $5, charged
only at the one end, and thus represent in the order of 1% of the total airfare.

Note also that airport charges are somewhat less than the departure taxes and visa fees.
Departure tax is $30 per departure for persons over 12 years old.  International tourists from
countries without Electronic Travel Authorities pay $60 for a visa, so airport costs are much
less than government fees and taxes.

With regulated airport charges representing less than 3% of average airfares, the own-price
elasticity of the derived demand for aeronautical services is likely to be relatively inelastic.  If
a 10% increase in aeronautical charges was passed on fully it would only increase airfares by
around 0.3%17.  This, in turn, would decrease demand for air travel by between, say, 0.15%
and 0.45%.  For reasons discussed below, it is unlikely that the change in aeronautical
charges would cause any significant change in airlines' demand for airport services in excess
of this.  The demand response to the change in aeronautical charges then suggests a relatively
inelastic own-price elasticity of less than –0.05, and probably less still for international
travellers.

3.1.4. Drivers of the demand for air travel
Although airfares are important, a number of other factors will also play a significant part in
determining the level of demand for air travel and, consequently, the demand for airport
services.  These include:

• levels of wealth and consumer confidence (as distinct from income);

• demographic trends, such as the retirement of the baby boomers over the next two
decades (with better health and wealth than previous generations of retirees);

• changes in airlines' non-price rationing mechanisms (airfare restrictions such as Saturday
night stay and advance purchase conditions) have more impact on demand than the
absolute fare level;

• capacity made available by airlines in each fare category.  An airfare discounted 30% will
have little demand impact if only six seats a day are made available at that price;

• service quality and loyalty programs influence choice of an airline and the decision to fly.
Loyalty programs slow the rate at which people switch between airlines to take up short-
term discounts (but have less impact on long-term elasticities), and so reduce the cross-
price elasticity among competing airlines, but have less impact on total travel;

• the location and timing of special events (the Olympics, Melbourne Cup, Grand Prix,
Goodwill Games and so on) have a large impact on the pattern of demand for air travel;
and

                                                
16 The basis for the following estimates of average airfares is outlined in the Data attachment, Section 6.
17 As noted below, it is unlikely that this, or any other general cost increase, will be passed on uniformly across
all passengers.
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• quality and reliability of air service – business passengers, in particular, place greater
emphasis on on-time reliability and other service characteristics.

All but the last of these factors are out of the control of airport operators.  Although airport
charges will influence the level of airfares to some degree, the only other way for airport
operators to influence the demand for airport services is through the quality and reliability of
services that airlines are able to provide.  Note also that these other factors are likely to
generate considerable, and unpredictable, fluctuations in demand for airport service over
time.

3.1.5. Aeronautical charges in airline costs
There are two main avenues through which changes in aeronautical charges would impact on
travel demand:

• The direct price effect, given that, regardless of the level of domestic or international
competition all airlines would face the increased landing charges and would largely pass
on any change to travellers.

• The effect it has on airlines' scheduling and route development decisions.
The first of these is already accounted for by the elasticity of demand for air travel discussed
above.  The second requires some consideration of airline costs structures.  Generally, airline
behaviour reflects the preferences of their passengers, however, some supply-side
considerations mean airlines' demands for airport services will not necessarily directly reflect
passenger responses if changes in aeronautical charges are passed on in airfares.

Airline cost structures
Airline costs can be categorised as:

• Network costs: spread over the airline's entire network, and including head office
operations, brand marketing, website, ticketing, schedule printing, distribution and major
sponsorships;

• Aircraft-type costs: for the larger airlines, an aircraft type will only operate on a subset of
their network.  These overheads include maintenance, flight simulators and pilot training.
For small airlines with only one aircraft type, aircraft-type specific costs are essentially
the same as network specific costs;

• Destination costs: including domestic terminals (if operated by the airline), lounges, flight
catering kitchens, local office staff, ground crew, line maintenance, destination-specific
marketing and destination-specific sponsorships;

• Route costs: the capital cost of the aircraft operating the route, analysts working on route-
specific yield management, route specific marketing;

• Flight costs: the fuel and crew cost, airport landing charges, Air Services / navigation
charges of operating the flight, incremental maintenance from the additional mileage.

All these costs are variable in the long run.  Importantly, however, in making short- to
medium-term incremental growth decisions airlines will treat many of these items as fixed.

It is important to understand the above layering of fixed costs when analysing airline
scheduling.  If an airline can squeeze one more flight per day out of an aircraft (say, by
adding on a "red eye" special), the incremental flight need only cover the flight-specific costs
in order to contribute to profits.
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Introducing a new route between two destinations already served by other routes (for
example HBA-CBR would be a new route, although HBA and CBR are both destinations
already served) is much less costly than a route that requires the airline to establish a
presence in a new destination.  In this case, the new route need only contribute to route and
flight specific costs, but not to destination specific costs.  Considering the introduction of a
new aircraft type requires consideration of many more layers of costs.

Landing charges are well buried in these layers of costs.  That is not to say they are not
important, and airlines will negotiate strongly to ensure the airport charges are a fair
reflection of the services and capacity provided by the airport.  Nevertheless, the reality is
that airlines will concentrate more on the variables they have more control in choosing (fleet
type, service levels and airfares) rather than those things largely beyond their control (oil
prices, landing charges and so on).

Peak-load charging will not cause airlines to alter their behaviour greatly.  It may give a
modest incentive to move a flight from peak to shoulder or from shoulder to off-peak, but
only if it required a very slight delay in the timetable.  For example, shifting an 08:55 flight
to 09:05 to save a few dollars may be worth the ten extra minutes of idle crew and capital, but
in most situations, leaving expensive capital idle for any significant period at peak times of
the day is commercially unwise.

A major airline will set airfares to pay for network-wide overheads (such as head office
operations, marketing, maintenance and flight simulators) from the revenue made on high
volume existing routes, such as the Australian golden triangle (MEL-SYD, SYD-BNE, BNE-
MEL).  Marginal or new routes will only be expected to cover route and flight specific
operating costs, making minimal contribution to network overheads.  This is not cross-
subsidisation – profits from the golden triangle do not cover losses on other routes (if this
were the case airlines would maximise profits by simply not flying a loss making route).
Rather, it is a process more akin to Ramsey pricing – all markets cover marginal operating
costs, but some markets (and some customer segments) make a greater contribution to fixed
costs and overheads.

Scheduling and route development effects
There are three main scenarios to consider in assessing the impact of landing charges on
airline growth decisions:

• an entrant airline deciding to service a route already served by incumbents;

• an airline deciding to offer a "greenfield" service (a route not currently offered by others);
and

• an airline deciding to increase frequency or capacity on a route it already serves.
Clearly all the above decisions will be influenced by the availability of slots.  This is a
current issue at Sydney and could become an issue at other Australian airports in the coming
years, particularly if airports are not able to charge the full cost recovery necessary to give
the correct signals for new investment.  While higher aeronautical charges obviously increase
the costs of airlines, to the extent this results in additional capacity and relieves slot
constraints it will give airlines more freedom to pursue growth opportunities.

Putting slot issues aside for the moment, the three scenarios above are considered in turn:
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New entrant on an existing route
A new entrant may be able to negotiate a "start-up" discount, whereby the airport sets lower
aeronautical charges for (say) the first six months.  This is common practice at airports
around the world and helps defray the set-up costs of a new route.  While a discount will help
get the ball rolling, a new airline will still not enter a new route unless it expects to survive
after the landing charge honeymoon is over.  Given the cost of acquiring fleet, training crew,
marketing and so forth, entering a new route is a long-term commitment.

There is a misconception that an aircraft is "mobile" capital.  That is, if an airline is flying a
route and it is not profitable, it can easily pull out of the route and use the aircraft somewhere
else.  Although the aircraft themselves are mobile, it is very costly to start up and close down
routes, and airlines make long-term commitments to operating a given stock of aircraft.
Aircraft cannot operate without crew and if the crew live in the cancelled destination, it costs
money for redundancies or relocations of staff.  Passengers buy airfares many months in
advance - cancelling a route will result in many refunds and disruptions.

One way to minimise aeronautical charges is to select an aircraft type that minimises landing
charges per passenger.  For example, a B737 or an A320 has around 1.5 passengers per tonne
(at an 80% load factor), whereas a B767 has around 1.0 passenger per tonne at similar loads.
However, there are many other pertinent factors in selecting an aircraft type.  Typically an
airline will select the minimum number of aircraft types to give it the desired range of
capacities.  The overhead costs of training, flight simulators and maintenance are substantial
and can be minimised by having a fleet with the minimum number of aircraft types possible.
Other factors such as fuel efficiency, maintenance costs, capital costs and cabin fitout are all
key determinants.

An aircraft type that has a high ratio of passengers per tonne (so landing charges are small on
a per-passenger basis) will also tend to have a have a high ratio of passengers per fuel burn
and passengers per crew.  For example, the B717 and B737 aircraft types chosen by the new
entrant airlines give a very good passenger capacity relative to these overheads, compared
with various other aircraft types.  Along with other cost containment measures (such as not
offering frequent flyer points or lounges), this gives the necessary cost advantage to offer
lower fares.

The success of new entrants is determined by relative cost compared with incumbents.
Amongst all the factors that influence the costs of operating any particular aircraft type,
aeronautical charges have little impact, and are unlikely to be critical to the choice of one
aircraft type over another.  Changes in airport charges will consequently have little impact on
the cost competitiveness and success of new entrants nor their choice of route.

Airline entering a greenfield route
There are not many greenfield domestic routes left in Australia.  An air service is available to
most Australian cities of reasonable size.  The main opportunities for new routes are to
directly connect some larger destinations, which might currently only be connected via
Sydney or some other transfer point.

With SYD becoming increasingly congested, airlines will look for hub-busting routes to
avoid SYD.  For example, BNE-PER may become a viable daily route (currently only a few
times a week), freeing up capacity for passengers travelling direct BNE-SYD or SYD-PER
and reducing the number of passengers connecting through SYD.  Other greenfield SYD-
avoiding routes might include MEL-CNS, ADL-BNE and so on.
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There are many more opportunities for greenfield international routes.  It is now possible to
fly from SYD to most major cities within the range of a B747-400 and from those cities
connect to most destinations around the world.  Again the opportunities for new routes are
those that cut out SYD.  The recent commencement of MEL-LAX services is continuing the
anti-hub pattern that is steadily reducing the importance of SYD as the main international
gateway.  It is possible to think of many international routes that could become viable in the
future – BNE-LAX, CBR-AKL, PER-AKL and a range of flights from ADL and BNE to
destinations such as SIN, HKG and TPE.  Thus, it is a lack of capacity at SYD that makes
other airports more competitive as international entry point, not differentials in aeronautical
charges.

A new route will only be introduced if it gives a range of connectivity and convenience not
previously offered, with sufficient volume to make the route viable.  Given it is already
possible to fly from anywhere to anywhere if you make enough connections, the main effect
of a new route is to reduce the number of passengers on some other indirect flight.  This will
help free up seats for point-to-point passengers.  The airport that was used to provide the
connecting flight loses two passengers, while the airports at the end-points have no increase
in passenger numbers (passengers that flew, say, CBR-HBA via MEL would fly CBR-HBA
direct, with no increase in the first instance in passenger numbers for CBR or HBA).  Clearly
airports that have connecting traffic need to ensure adequate investment in capacity to avoid
being bypassed.

The decision to introduce new "greenfield" routes in Australia is mainly influenced by the
lack of capacity in Sydney.  Non-price constraints tend to be more important than landing
charges in the decision to operate a new route.  In some rare circumstances, landing charges
may be the straw that breaks the camel's back, but for most new routes, the network impacts
far outweigh the individual flight sector economics.

Airline increasing frequency or capacity on an existing route
Business traveller preferences and the cost of upsizing fleet cause airlines to grow capacity
by increasing frequency rather than increasing the size of aircraft operated.  Provided
increased airport charges are offset by increased airport capacity and reduced congestion,
growth will not be impeded.

The two methods by which an airline can increase capacity on a route are to increase the size
of aircraft flown or to increase the frequency of the existing aircraft type.  Slot-constrained
airports such as Tokyo-Narita have taken aircraft size to the limit, with every slot using a
B747.  Where airline choice is not constrained by capacity, it is more common to increase
frequency.

To increase capacity by migrating to larger aircraft types may often involve the acquisition of
a new fleet type, in which case it becomes a large pill to swallow.  Even if the larger aircraft
type is already in use elsewhere on the airline's network, it still needs to acquire additional
units of the larger aircraft.  The airline must then find a way to sell the redundant smaller
aircraft or to cascade them down onto other routes.  This can be only managed if the airline
can identify a bundle of routes all requiring additional capacity so the introduction of larger
fleet does not make smaller fleet redundant and allows crew with the appropriate certification
to be rostered onto the new routes. Cascading aircraft sizes creates the barter-economy
problem of identifying a dual coincidence of wants.

Another method is to increase the frequency of the existing aircraft type.  This also requires
the acquisition of additional units, but does not have the cascading impact on other routes and
does not disrupt crewing and training to the same degree.  The three key preferences of
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business travellers are "frequency, frequency and frequency".  They could not care less about
price.  It is the business passenger requirements that drive much of airline scheduling.
Leisure travellers are less time-constrained and more flexible, so fit in around the business
traveller's needs.  Increasing frequency is thus more compatible with both supply-side and
demand-side reasons.

Due to the costs involved in crew training and maintenance, once an airline commits to an
aircraft type it is bound by that decision for many years.  It is prohibitively expensive to
change aircraft types any sooner than necessary, so fluctuations in airport charges are not
likely to provoke airlines to switch to an aircraft type that gives a better mix of
passengers/tonne to circumvent any rebalancing of airport charges.

Regardless of whether the airline increases aircraft size or frequency, an incremental increase
in landing charges is of second-order importance in the choice.  For example, the landing
charges paid for migrating from five daily B737 services to five daily B767 services will not
be significantly different to moving from five daily B737 services to nine daily B737
services.  As noted earlier, a B767 has slightly fewer passengers per tonne, but the difference
is not a deal-breaker.  However, nine B737 a day will take up far more runway, apron and
terminal gate capacity than five B767.  Thus the airline and passenger preference for
frequency increases the demands on airport capacity.

In Australia, the typical method for growing capacity thus appears to be (at least in domestic
air services) to pursue frequency first, then only once you have (say) an hourly flight, start to
increase aircraft size.  International air services are often constrained by the fact that you
need the very largest aircraft in existence (B747-400) just to make the long distances from
Australian to anywhere, except NZ and Bali.  The consequence is larger aircraft and fewer
frequencies than airlines might have preferred for thin routes like MEL-LAX or SYD-SFO (if
only Australia were not so far from everywhere).

Consequently, an increase in aeronautical charges, offset by improvements in airport capacity
and reduced congestion, would be consistent with the airlines' desire to pursue capacity
growth via frequency, rather than larger aircraft.

Summary
In all three cases, an airline's decision to expand (or maintain) services will be driven mainly
by costs other than aeronautical charges.  Aeronautical charges are largely fixed costs once
an airline has committed to particular aircraft types and organised its routes and schedules.
Marginal changes in routes and/or frequencies will carry more significant costs and savings
than changes in the burden of landing and other aeronautical charges, and these will not
generally be critical to airlines' decisions.  Changes in landing charges will have negligible
impact on the relative cost advantage critical to the success of new entrants.

Consequently, in the short- to medium term, changes in aeronautical charges will not have an
effect on the relationship between passenger numbers and the demand for airport services.  A
rise in airfares based on increased aeronautical charges will cause a very small reduction in
passenger flows through the airport due to the direct demand effect. Although airlines have
slightly different preferences than the passengers they serve, airline scheduling decisions will
not be materially effected by changes in airport charges.

Allowing airports to raise aeronautical charges (to ensure cost recovery, make efficient
contributions to fixed costs and to ensure adequate investment in capacity) will have almost
no impact on air travel volume.  The only impact is a redistribution of economic surplus.  If
higher airport charges result in increased investment in capacity, Australia may avoid the
airport congestion problems now impacting on other countries, resulting in a larger total
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surplus.  This may also induce airlines naturally to expand services faster than otherwise,
further adding to the value of airports' services.

3.1.6. Income distribution of air travel
Although price regulation is usually focussed on allocative efficiency, it generally needs also
to consider equity and distributional consequences.  Air travel is disproportionately
consumed by the wealthy.  Any increase in airport charges will mostly impact on people with
the highest capacity to pay the associated marginal increase in airfares.  Because
shareholdings in airports are widely held (via superannuation funds and other institutional
investors), many people who travel have indirect equity in the airports, further reducing the
net impact.  To the extent that improved cost recovery allows airports to invest more in
infrastructure and reducing congestion, the net impact is reduced further.

To quantify the distributional impacts, Access Economics obtained unpublished data from the
National Visitor Survey conducted by the Bureau of Tourism Research.  This is the most
comprehensive survey on domestic travel in Australia, and is based on a large sample.  Table
3-2 summarises the number of domestic air trips by purpose of travel by household income.
Persons living in households with annual income below $26,000 took only 0.67 million trips
of the total 12.1 million trips.  A trip refers to a round-trip, consisting of at least 2 passenger
movements.  Travellers from smaller cities like CBR and HBA often have to connect through
SYD or MEL, so in some cases a "trip" may involve 4 or 6 passenger movements.  Thus,
12.1 million trips equates to the 28 million domestic and regional passenger movements
reported elsewhere, equal to 56 million airport movements.

Table 3-2: National Visitors Survey, 1999 calendar year
Domestic Air Trips ('000)

VFR1 Holidays Business Other Total
Household income
$1 - $8,299 pa 38 20 7 0 66
$8,300 - $15,599 pa 127 65 13 20 226
$15,600 - $25,999 pa 161 140 44 31 377
$26,000 - $36,399 pa 166 188 117 23 495
$36,400 - $51,999 pa 320 366 401 111 1,200
$52,000 - $77,999 pa 365 641 1,055 136 2,199
$78,000 - $103,999 pa 300 375 1,142 46 1,862
$104,000 - $129,000 pa 140 215 996 12 1,362
$130,000+ 268 372 1,516 106 2,261
Refused 232 281 507 23 1,043
Dont know 311 384 285 35 1,015
Total 2,429 3,049 6,084 546 12,107

1. Visiting Friends and Relatives.
Source: BTR National Visitor Survey

Note that similar income-bracket data on travel could not be sourced for international
travellers.

Supplementing the information in Table 3-2 with data on population by household income
brackets from the Australian Bureau of Statistics18, it is possible to illustrate the distribution

                                                
18 Household Expenditure Survey, Australia: Detailed Expenditure Items, 1998-99, ABS Cat. No. 6535.0,
27 September 2000.
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of air travel by households ranked by income.  This distribution for Australian domestic air
travel is shown in Figure 3-1, and can be summarised by a Gini coefficient19 of 0.55.  This
indicates a relatively high degree of inequality in consumption.

Figure 3-1: Distribution of income and domestic air travel (1999 calendar year)
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The situation would appear even more unbalanced if it were possible to take into
consideration airfares and distance travelled.  Wealthier people tend to travel to distant
destinations and purchase business class airfares.  Similarly, international travel might be
even more skewed towards the rich than domestic travel, due to the high cost of overseas
holidays and Australian dollar (unfortunately the data were not available to confirm this, but
it is a reasonable extrapolation).

Note that the curve is based on data prior to the entry of Virgin Blue and Impulse.  These low
fare airlines may have increased the proportion of travel by lower income groups.  But to the
extent that they win market share from the incumbents rather than induce new travellers and
are small relative to the total market size, the curve would only evolve slowly.

3.1.7. Incidence of airport charges
Changes in airport charges are largely passed through to passengers in their entirety.  Airport
charges impact equally across all airlines (other than slight variations caused by the use of
different weight aircraft types by different airlines and occasional "start-up" discounts).  The
competitive nature and low profitability of airline operations ensures that airport charges are
directly passed through in airfares.

                                                
19 The Gini coefficient is calculated as twice the area under a cumulative distribution curve.  A coefficient value
of 1.0 corresponds to the 45º line (a perfectly even distribution of consumption across income brackets).
Toothpaste is an example of a commodity with a Gini coefficient close to 1.0 (rich or poor, everyone uses about
the same amount of toothpaste).  A Gini coefficient above 1.0 indicates the product is mainly consumed by
households with low incomes – gambling and bus fares, for example.  A Gini coefficient below 1.0 indicates the
product is disproportionately consumed by wealthy households – restaurant meals and air travel, for example.
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This pass-through is supported by data from the American Express Asia Pacific Airfares
Index.  It was noted in the September and December 2000 issues that high oil prices have
been directly passed on by airlines as higher airfares.  Oil prices, like airport charges, are
similarly an unavoidable cost with the economic incidence falling on passengers.

Passengers cannot always readily identify the component that airport charges make-up within
the total airfare (it is embedded in the total).  An exception is the new passenger facilities
charge at Adelaide, which will be shown separately on tickets, but it is still unlikely to cause
much reaction from the travelling public.  Therefore, passengers would not react differently
to a change in the airfare caused by a change in airport charges than they would react to a
change in the airfare caused by some other factor such as the cost of fuel.

Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the elasticity of demand to a change in airport charges is
equal to the elasticity of demand to airfares, multiplied by the proportion that airport charges
contribute to the total airfare.

An important consequence of the distributional curve in Figure 3-1 before is the implication
for the impact on the pass-through of higher landing charges.  Assessment of the impact of
increases in aeronautical charges is often described20 as resulting in an across-the-board $2
(say) increase in airfares, thus impacting disproportionately on discount economy leisure
travellers.  This does not reflect historical data or the effects of airline pricing policies.

Airlines have a revenue target to raise in order to cover the direct costs of each flight - a
preferred contribution towards overheads and a return on capital.  To meet this target, airlines
use yield management to extract the necessary revenue in the most efficient manner.
Business class and full economy fares cover much of the fixed costs of airline operations,
with discount leisure fares covering marginal costs and only a small contribution to fixed
costs.  This is a standard Ramsey pricing scenario – the airline faces separable demand for
capacity on each flight and sets prices to raise revenue in the most efficient manner.  Airlines
recover proportionally more from the relatively more price-inelastic demands.

Airlines' pricing strategies, and their pattern of recovery of fixed costs, mean airport charges
are a similar percentage for each fare class and a smaller absolute amount in discount
economy fares.  It is therefore incorrect to depict changes in airport charges as applying
uniformly across all passengers, implying a greater proportional impact on lower fares (in
contrast to the ACCC estimates).  Aeronautical charges also have more of the characteristics
of fixed costs than variable costs, and any changes will therefore likely be passed on more to
higher fare paying passengers.  The proportional impact on discount airfares will be smaller
as a consequence.

For the purposes of simplifying matters, suppose there are two broad types of passengers,
business and leisure, and leisure travellers are much more price sensitive.  For a given
incremental increase in costs (thus an increase in the revenue target), airlines will increase
business fares by a greater absolute amount than leisure fares.  Whether this translates into a
disproportionately higher increase depends on how demand responds in each category.

This conjecture is confirmed by Australian airlines' responses to recent increases in oil prices.
Airfares did not increase by (say) $10 across the board.  Rather, business class airfares have
increased more rapidly in recent years than economy fares.  This is can be seen in the series
in the American Express Asia-Pacific Airfares Index.  Business and first class airfares have

                                                
20, See Appendix B of the ACCC Draft Decision on the Sydney Airports Corporation Ltd. aeronautical pricing
proposal, ACCC (2001), for instance.
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increased by a greater percentage than economy and excursion airfares in recent years and
particularly in response to increases in oil prices.  Note that a uniform 7.5% airfare increase
following the GST masked some of the oil price impacts in Australia, particularly in First
Class (which is not available on many domestic sectors but available on non-taxed
international sectors).  For the purposes of evaluating the price response to an increase in oil
prices, airfare movements in other countries provide a less sullied estimate.  In countries such
as Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, Singapore and Taiwan, business class airfares
generally increased by more than peak season excursion airfares, following the increase in oil
prices.

The smaller percentage increase in leisure airfares translates to less than half the absolute
increase given the starting point level of airfares.  Thus, rather than an across the board
increase of (say) $2 per passenger, the orders of magnitude are more likely to be leisure
airfares rising by (say) $1 and business class / full economy airfares rising by (say) $3.  The
exact outcome will depend on the nature of each route, however, this example is more
consistent with historical movements in airfares and the economics of airline pricing, than an
across the board (say) $2 increase, as used by ACCC.

Relating these price increases back to the income/travel distribution information in Table 3-2,
it is clear that wealthier people travelling in business class will bear more of the burden of
any re-balancing in airport charges.  The richest 20% of Australians would likely pay 50% of
the increase.  Allowing for airline pricing and airfares, the proportions may be far more
unequal, with the richest 20% paying 60% or more of any increase in airport charges.  It is
not possible to calculate the exact figures given the data available, however, it is important to
note that the chart is highly conservative in its estimate of the burden of changes in airport
charges that would be carried by the rich.

Alterations in airport charges that give special consideration to small intra-State regional
aircraft (as in the recent SACL case) further reduces any perceived geographical or
regional/rural equity issues.

This discussion therefore suggests that increases in aeronautical services will have negligible
impact on the poor and vulnerable in society.

3.1.8. Summary
The upshot of this discussion is that even large changes in Australian airport aeronautical
charges will be so small in relation to airfares that they would have almost no impact on
tourism or travel growth.  To the extent that increased charges are passed on in airfares, the
incidence of the changes is likely to fall roughly proportionally on all travellers, and probably
more than proportionally on high income groups.

By themselves these are not valid arguments against price control regulation.  Airport
operators still have a degree of market power for reasons discussed in Section 3.2 below, and
abuse of this power would lead to efficiency costs and redistribution of the surplus associated
with air travel.  Nevertheless, the size of aeronautical charges in total costs of air travel and
the minimal impact on demand for air travel of even large changes means the direct
efficiency returns to control of aeronautical charges are likely to be very small.  Conversely,
aeronautical charges are still a relatively important part of airport revenues, and limits on
charges will influence decisions about provision of new facilities and the quality of existing
facilities.
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3.2. Airport cost structures
Airports have natural monopoly cost structures, with economies of both scale and scope.
Unit costs are lower as the volume of aircraft and passenger traffic increases, and it is
cheaper (and more profitable) to supply other services (parking and retail and light industrial
property, for instance) together with aeronautical services than it would be to supply both
types of services separately.  This second cost advantage is reinforced by the strong
complementarity between the derived demands for aeronautical and non-aeronautical
services.  Because the demand for air travel is the demand for a range of closely related
services (again parking and retail are good examples), airport operators face demands for
these services which are related to the flow through of passengers.

3.2.1. Economies of scale
Airports have strong economies of scale in the provision of many aeronautical services.
Runways have major economies of scale – they come in very large increments.  On the other
hand, aprons, taxiways, terminals, car parks are a little less lumpy due to the modular design
nature of modern airports and airports can plan to add on a few extra aerobridges, another
baggage carousel and another acre of car parking every few years.  The nature of this capital
expenditure means that it is possible to identify it relatively closely with the provision of
particular services.

Nevertheless, airports tend to levy only few direct charges that cover myriad services.  These
typically include charges for landing, terminal use and aircraft parking, which then have to
cover all of the associated capital costs.  Although there is some degree of differentiation
between aircraft and passenger types, airport operators still face the classic cost recovery
problem of a firm with economies of scale.  In the short- to medium-term capital costs are
fixed and establish the capacity of the airport to handle aircraft and passenger traffic.  The
incremental costs of providing airport services up to that capacity are particularly low relative
to capital costs and airports have to determine an appropriate pattern of markups on those
incremental costs.  Regulators therefore also need to be wary of the dangers of preserving or
encouraging inefficient patterns of cost recovery as a consequence of attempting to maintain
relatively low levels of overall airport profitability.

3.2.2. Economies of scope and network economies
Airports also have strong economies of scope due to the co-location of non-aeronautical
services directly relevant to the demand for air travel (car parking and rental facilities) and of
services less directly related (retail outlets and light industrial property) that are attracted by
the passenger flows through the airport or the proximity of customers for other services
(catering for airlines, mechanical workshops for private aircraft).

The costs of non-aeronautical outputs are distinct from, and more closely attributed to,
particular services than aeronautical services costs.  That is, their costs can be more clearly
separately identified than are aeronautical services.  This might suggest that their prices and
revenues could be "ring fenced" and treated independently of aeronautical services.

Nevertheless, there are strong network economies (complementarities in demand) that both
give market power to vertically integrated airport operations and make coordinated pricing
decisions profit and welfare maximising.  As illustrated in Equation 2-2, efficient prices will
depend on both cost and demand conditions.  Consequently, although there are relatively
distinct aeronautical and non-aeronautical costs, the strong links between demands for
aeronautical and non-aeronautical services mean efficient prices in each service class are
jointly determined.  That does not mean that an airport can set prices for non-aeronautical
services independently of market conditions.  Retail rents in terminal facilities will still be
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related to rents for retail space elsewhere, for instance.  However, there may be a margin over
"competitive" service prices that contributes to other joint costs and reflects the slightly less
elastic nature of the demand for airport retail space and the complementarity with demand for
air travel.

3.2.3. Summary
Airports do have natural monopoly cost structures, although economies of scale are probably
not as important as the economies of scope and network economies associated with the strong
complementarity of derived demands for aeronautical and non-aeronautical services.  Any
market power possessed by an airport is derived through the nature of costs, but also because
of the barrier to entry created through their control of a key input – sufficient contiguous land
to provide the runways and ancillary aeronautical and non-aeronautical facilities close to a
major population centre.

The market power of an airport in downstream markets (such as car parking, duty-free and
retail), is not as strong as in the upstream markets (like landing and terminal charges).
Passengers can choose not to use car parking or retail services, but cannot avoid the landing
and terminal charges embedded in airfares.  That said, the nearest competing service provider
in the downstream markets is often a considerable distance away and if you have to drive
your car, the car parking is hard to avoid, hence these downstream markets are still quite
captive.

The fixed nature of most airport costs and the very low elasticity of passenger flows to
aeronautical charges means the profitability of airports, in practice, derives more from
realised passenger flow than direct landing charges.

Although the pattern of efficient prices will be influenced by complementarities and the
pattern of marginal costs, it is generally economically efficient to raise more of the
contributions to joint costs and profits from the more inelastic sources.  It is highly unlikely
that a class of outputs with relatively inelastic demands, like aeronautical services, would
contribute less than their direct costs to total revenue.

As shown in Figure CA1 and Figure CA4 of the Confidential attachment, aeronautical
revenues are currently around 25% to 30% of total revenues at Brisbane and Adelaide
airports.  The regulated airports do not derive the majority of their revenue from aeronautical
activities - they are principally in the business of developing trading businesses.  There is
reason to believe21 that this emphasis is, at least partly, the result of the constraints placed on
aeronautical charges and regulatory obstacles to planning and undertaking new aeronautical
investment.

Airport operators should not be forced to make changes in aeronautical charges without being
allowed to account for the impact on the fixed cost and profit contributions of non-
aeronautical services.  In essence, to the extent that airport services are price controlled, there
should be a "single till" rather than a "dual till" approach.  Any price cap should apply
broadly, with an X factor appropriately adjusted for the wider scope of controlled markets.

                                                
21 The disincentive effects of the rules governing allowances for necessary new investment on the plans of
Adelaide and Canberra airports are discussed in the Confidential Attachment.
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3.3. Competition and countervailing power
3.3.1. Hubbing

There is not the same scope in Australia for competition between airports for air traffic as
exists in other countries, such as the United States, where the natural distribution of
populations and consequent passenger flows lend themselves to the establishment of "hubs"
at which airlines might establish their maintenance facilities and through which they will
bring large volumes of traffic.

A hub works well if it allows increased connectivity, without having to fly a route that is too
indirect.  It is possible to fly from CBR to HBA several times a day, provided you connect
through MEL.  There is not enough demand for a direct CBR-HBA service, so connecting
through MEL is a second-best solution, not really a true example of hubbing.

The word "hub" implies there is a large proportion of connecting traffic.  There is no precise
definition for a hub – one definition might be that for every ten passengers that arrive, at least
four are connecting on to another destination, the remaining six are terminating.  No
Australian airport would meet this criterion.  The exact figure is hard to know because
airlines keep this data closely guarded, but intelligence suggest as least 80% of passenger
movements are point-to-point at Australian airports.  Airports that are "end points" with little
connecting traffic, such as CBR and HBA would be close to 100%.  Once you exclude
Tasmanian and Canberra passengers (who are forced to connect through MEL and SYD,
respectively, for many destinations), the passengers from the other capital cities can fly to
most domestic destinations, and many international destinations, non-stop.

The recent trends in Australia have been more of a hub-busting strategy, rather than hub-
promoting.  There are more by-passing direct flights like MEL-LAX and CBR-BNE, which
many years ago used to connect through SYD.  Passengers prefer fewer connections, so
airlines respond with a range of non-stop flights.  Some mini-hubs develop based on certain
aircraft types, but this is more to consolidate maintenance, rather than any real demand-side
reason.

In Australia, point-to-point traffic came first, with connecting flights evolving second.  In the
US, the causality goes in the other direction.  Hubs were established, with point-to-point
traffic diverted via the hub to improve aircraft loads and to consolidate maintenance and
other support operations.  Consequently, there is little scope in Australia for competition
between airport operators to get domestic airlines to locate their "hub" at the operators'
airport.

While there is little competition in the way of domestic hubs, there is some competition to
attract international services.  Due to the extensive domestic network, an international service
can arrive at a city, then offer connections to a number of other domestic cities.  That said,
the high degree of point-to-point travel by international passengers and the geographical
dispersion of Australian cities limit the degree of competition for international services.

While competition to become a hub or an international entry points is limited by Australia's
population and geography, there are other competitive constraints on airports.

3.3.2. Substitution of demand between airports
An important issue is the extent to which airlines can use an alternative airport if the current
airport is abusing market power.  The alternatives are: construct a new competing airport in
the same basin or shift activities to another airport.

Around the world there are many multi-airport cities, for example:
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• London (Heathrow, Gatwick, Stanstead, Luton, City)

• New York (La Guardia, JFK, Newark)

• Washington DC (Dulles, Regan National, Baltimore-Washington)
Multiple airport systems can offer benefits, encouraging low-cost airlines like Southwest and
RyanAir to operate from the more distant secondary airports like Baltimore-Washington and
Luton, respectively.

In Australia, Sydney was close to becoming a two-airport city, but Badgerys Creek was
shown to be unnecessary for at least ten years, probably twenty22.  Some smaller turbo-prop
aircraft may move to Bankstown, but all jet services and long-haul routes will remain at
Kingsford Smith for the foreseeable future.

Brisbane airport is the only other major Australia airport with nearby competing airports,
with Coolangatta and Maroochydore currently both attracting medium sized jets such as the
B737 and BAe 146.  That said, OOL and MCY are both a fair drive from Brisbane (on
increasingly congested roads), making it difficult to attract any travellers who have a final
destination or origin in the Brisbane region. It would take a very large differential in airport
charges, passed on as lower airfares, to make it worth driving from Brisbane, down the Gold
Coast Motorway to catch a flight from OOL.  Low-cost entrants VQ and VJ have both
recently chosen to operate to/from BNE (and not OOL or MCY), which indicates the
combination of BNE airport charges, the larger resident population and the greater
destination attraction, far outweigh any savings that might be available at OOL or MCY.

The remaining Australian passenger-jet airports are so far apart from each other that they
cannot compete to serve the same destination or same resident population.  Furthermore,
given the community opposition and construction lead times, it is not feasible to construct a
new airport to compete within the same basin as an existing airport, in any Australian city for
at least ten years (well beyond the life of this Inquiry).

3.3.3. Other forms of competition
While there are no alternative airports and no possibility of any being constructed, a capital
city airport faces competition in the following ways:

• A catch-phrase might be "airports do not compete, destinations compete".  A city such as
Brisbane, bidding to host a major conference or event is pitting its package of airport,
hotels, conference facilities and entertainment against the packages from competing
destinations, not only in Australia but around the globe.  The airport, as a facilitator of
tourism and trade must remain competitive to ensure success.

• Airports also face competition from other modes of transport (such as rail and road) for
domestic travel.  There are no competing modes for international air travel.  Even in
domestic travel, road and rail are not close substitutes for air travel.  Nonetheless, from
Bureau of Tourism Research data (BTR, various), of 72 million overnight domestic
visitor trips, only 11.3 million were by air.  Of 167 million day trips, only 1.1 million
were by air.  An "overnight trip" is a journey of at least 40km away from home.  A "day
trip" is a round trip of at least 40km not including regular commuting.

                                                
22 See Access Economics (2000), Sydney’s Gateways in the 21st Century, a report prepared for the Committee
For Sydney for details on why Badgerys Creek will not be a viable proposition for some years.
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• Competition for airports also comes from increasingly diverse directions, such as
teleconferencing.  In the modern economy it is not as straightforward to identify
competitors as it was 30 years ago in manufacturing-based economies, where much of the
anti-trust and regulation theory and legislation was developed.  Regulation designed for
an old economy world is less appropriate in the new economy.

Demand for air travel is more sensitive to income than price, so demand for a particular
airline is very sensitive to that airline's price relative to competitors.  Travel on Ansett is a
much closer substitute for travelling with Qantas than it is for rail service, for instance.

3.3.4. Countervailing power of airlines
Given their redistributive effects, airlines negotiate strongly to minimise airport charges.
Airlines also have substantial resources to bring to the table.  That said, the airline needs the
airport as much as the airport needs the airline.  Airlines can threaten to withdraw services,
but the airlines will not cut off their noses to spite their faces if airports attempt to increase
charges by a modest amount.

Airports can still increase their charges if they are able to negotiate successfully with airlines.
One method may be price increases by stealth – say a 2% increase every year for 5 years – an
airline is less likely to fight small increments.  Because airport charges are such a small part
of airline costs, and provided they can be passed on to passengers, the airlines will only
devote a limited amount of their resources to fighting an increase in charges.

On balance, airlines have a reasonable degree of countervailing power, which will contain
airport price increases within modest bounds.  Airlines are more likely to be flexible if prices
changes result in increased capacity or improved service.

In the context of regulation, airlines can act as a price-surveillance mechanism.  There is less
need to use the PSA and ACCC oversight when the airlines effectively already perform a
monitoring role for the government.

3.4. International approaches to airport regulation
Australia's experience with airport privatisation and associated regulation is not unique and it
is instructive to review the approaches taken in other developed countries.

3.4.1. United Kingdom
The United Kingdom Airports Act 1986 privatised the then British Airports Authority (which
owned Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Prestwick airports)
and made the local authorities (who owned most of the other large airports) form separate
companies for airports over a certain size.  These separate companies could still be wholly
publicly owned.  Some of the local authority owned airports have also been sold to the
private sector since then.  Approximately two-thirds of the 35 airports overseen by the UK
Civil Aviation Authority (CAA hereafter) have now been privatised to some extent.  The
remaining airports are wholly owned by public bodies, generally city or borough Councils,
through shareholdings in the companies which directly own the airports.  Some of these
airports are relatively large.  For example, Manchester Airport, which is owned by the
Council of the City of Manchester (55%) and nine borough councils, takes over 11% of all
passenger traffic through the twelve largest UK airports (by passenger volume).  Of those
twelve airports, the privatised airports carried 85.4% of total passenger traffic in 199923.

                                                
23 Derived from a profile of ownership of designated airports provided directly to Access Economics by the
CAA.
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The Airports Act 1986 also gives the CAA regulatory control over airports and any airport
which has an annual turnover of at least £1 million requires permission from the CAA to levy
airport charges.  These include runway charges, charges per passenger for the use of a
terminal and aircraft parking charges.  The CAA also has an investigative role, in which it
aims to prevent unfair discriminatory behaviour by airports, or exploitation of monopoly
powers held by airports.

Under the same legislation, the Secretary of State has the power to designate airports to be
subject to more detailed economic regulation, including price control.  Currently Heathrow,
Gatwick, Manchester and Stansted are designated.  These four airports carry approximately
77% of UK air passenger traffic.  In deciding whether to designate an airport, the Secretary of
State has no guidance from the legislation.  In March 1995, the UK government said that the
relevant factors to be taken into account are the market position of the airport, prima facie
evidence of excessive profitability or abuse of monopoly position, the scale and timing of
investment and the efficiency and quality of service24.

Although the designated airports prices are principally regulated by the CAA, legislation
requires a quinquennial review by the CAA and the Competition Commission (CC).  The CC
determines what level price cap is appropriate and then the CAA implements this.  The CC
can make recommendations regarding other areas of regulation, in particular anti competitive
and abusive behaviour.  The price cap is set at historical levels minus some X factor.  That is,
airport prices are allowed to rise each year by an X factor below the Retail Price Index
(RPI−X).

Price cap regulation provides a ceiling to charges that is set for five years.  The CC calculates
X by attempting to provide the airport with a rate of return on its capital which it considers
appropriate.  Consideration is taken of the cost of capital for the airports, the airports' need
for prices that can fund future investment, potential productivity increases and any other
external effects on the airports profitability.  There is a large level of discretion given to the
CC to assess the effects of these factors.

As discussed in Section 2.6, this regulatory model provides the firms with strong incentives
to out-perform projections until the next price review, when the CAA resets the price cap
taking into account the efficiency gains achieved over the previous five years.

The CAA is presently undertaking a substantial review of price regulation of the designated
airports25, with the view of making changes to the present system of price caps.  Some of the
proposals put forward include:

• The introduction of competition into the provision of airport services, perhaps by leasing
parts of the airport to different parties.

• Moving from a "revenue yield" approach to the price caps to a "tariff basket" approach.
In previous years the price cap has been applied to the overall amount of airport charges
divided by the number of passengers.  This revenue yield approach therefore weighs the
different outputs by their actual (current period) revenue shares.  As noted in Section
2.3.3, a price cap of this sort can have undesirable efficiency properties.  The CAA
notes26 it can potentially give the airport incentive to increase the number of passengers,
through setting some charges lower than the marginal costs of corresponding services.

                                                
24 Private communication to Access Economics from the CAA.
25 See CAA (2000b) for details.
26 CAA (2000a) at paragraph 3.6.
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This pricing structure would be unlikely to be considered price efficient.  A tariff basket
approach which instead takes previous revenue shares to aggregate actual outputs is
considered superior in giving airports incentives to move to more efficient pricing
structures.

• The CAA is considering the implementation of a "Default Price Cap".  This would allow
airports to negotiate charges with customers.  The CAA would keep a price cap, but this
would only apply to a base level of service quality.  The parties would be allowed to
contract higher prices if service levels were increased

• A decrease in the ambit of CAA regulation covering smaller airports by changing the
threshold from £1 million in turnover, to 1 million passengers.  This would leave only 17
airports under the direct regulatory influence of the CAA.

3.4.2. United States
American airports are owned by lower levels of government.  These includes cities, counties
and states.  However only a few remain managed by government.  Of the 50 biggest airports
(by revenue) in the US, approximately half are run by statutory authorities and the rest are
run by cities, councils, or private firms.

Regulation of these airports can therefore come from a number of different levels of
government.  Under the Code of Federal Regulations Chapters I and III,, the Federal Aviation
Authority (which comes under the authority of the Department of Transport) has power over:

• aircraft operations

• airport operations

• passenger facility charges

• air traffic control

• commercial space
The Federal Government has exercised its power over passenger facility charges (PFC), by
handing the decision on such tariffs over to an authority.  These PFCs can be levied in order
to fund capital works.

If the Federal Government considers an airport to have "substantial aeronautical necessity", it
may be included in the National Airport Plan.  If this occurs the Federal Government may
allocate funds to the airport for infrastructure development.  The Federal Government then
retains power over how the airport is developed. That is, the development must comply with
the federal airport layout plan; the airport must satisfy the criterion of being a "safe and
useable unit"; the airport must satisfy America's defence needs.  However, the Federal
Government does not regulate the prices which an airport can charge for various services.
That is left in the hands of various entities who own/control the airports.

3.4.3. Canada
There are 726 Airports certified by the Canadian Department of Transport (Transport
Canada).  Some are privately owned but the vast majority are owned by municipalities,
provincial and territorial governments, or the Federal Government.  Some Federal
Government owned airports are run by local authorities.

Current Regulatory Situation in Canada
In Canada, 94% of passengers (domestic and international) go through 26 airports.  There is
no statutory, regulatory or policy framework that defines a clear role for the Federal
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Government in the operation of these airports.  Thus, Federal involvement has become ad
hoc.  The National Airports Policy is set to change this.

National Airports Policy
Part of the National Airports Policy is for the Federal Government to sell all the airports it
owns, except the 26 which have greater than 200,000 passengers a year.  Those 26 will be
leased to Canadian Airport Authorities and will become part of the National Airports System.

Regional Airports will be sold to local authorities; thus they will be owned and managed
locally.  The Federal Government will remove all funding over a five year period, except for
grants for safety related initiatives.  There will be no regulation over these airports, except in
regards safety.  These Airports will be run as the local authority sees fit, as a commercial
enterprise.

The rationale is that the policy will impose market discipline on the development and
operation of airports and make all airports more responsive to the needs of their customers
and communities.  The policy recognises as well that a lot of these airports are being heavily
subsidised by the Federal Government.  These steps will introduce a form of user-pays
principle.

Canadian National Airports System (NSA)
Under the National Airports Policy, the Federal Government retains its role as safety
regulator but changes its current role as airport owner and operator to that of owner and
"landlord".  The 26 airports that are considered important enough to come under the National
Airports System will be transferred under long-term lease agreement to Canadian Airport
Authorities (CAA).  It is considered that this will enhance the viability and competitiveness
of these airports, increasing cost efficiency, and increasing service levels in line with local
demands and resources. Currently the Federal Government sets fees and charges allowed by
the airports via regulation.  This responsibility too, will be placed in the hands of the airport
operator. "Local accountability and status as not-for-profit entities provide an appropriate
framework for pricing and consultation with users without regulatory oversight"27.

3.4.4. New Zealand
Ownership arrangements for New Zealand's major airports are now reasonably diverse.  For
instance, more than 60% of the value of both Auckland and Wellington International Airports
are held privately (by a range of smaller shareholders in respect to Auckland, but by a single
major shareholder in respect to Wellington), with local authorities holding the remainder of
the shareholding interest.  New Zealand's other major airport, Christchurch International
Airport, is 75% owned by the Christchurch City Council with 25% still owned by the
National Government.

Generally, New Zealand's regional airports tend to be controlled by local and district
authorities - although the National Government has retained an ownership interest in some
regional airports (eg, Invercargill and New Plymouth) and other private parties are key
stakeholders elsewhere (eg, Rotorua and Palmerston North).

The government does not regulate airport charges per se.  However, the process by which
airports set their charges is subject to "light-handed" regulation.  This regulation requires
airports to "consult" over airport charges and to disclose certain relevant information.

The relevant legislation includes:
                                                
27 Canadian submission to OECD (1998), page 37.
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• Airport Authorities Act 1966 (amended): this enables airport companies to set/change
landing and departure charges, but it also requires airport companies to consult
"significant" customers before doing so.  Consultation is required before increasing
charges or every five years.

• Airport Authorities (Information Disclosure) Regulations 1998: these require specified
airport companies (Auckland international Airport, Wellington International Airport,
Christchurch International Airport) to disclose certain financial information.

• Commerce Act 1986: this is the generic regulatory framework that facilitates Crown
intervention to manage market power (the Commerce Commission is currently
undertaking an inquiry into the alleged need for price control of airport charges.  The
draft report from this inquiry will be released in June).

This light-handed approach is currently being reviewed by the New Zealand Commerce
Commission (see CC (1998 and 1999), for instance) which has a brief to examine whether
price controls should be applied to the charges for "airfield activities" (closely approximating
the aeronautical services controlled in Australia) at three major airports (Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch).  Although originally intended to be completed by November
1999, the review process has been extended and a draft report is now not expected to be
available until June 2001, with a final report in November 2001.

3.4.5. Summary
The international experience of airport regulation suggests direct price control is not widely
considered necessary to avert potential abuse of market power.  In the United Kingdom,
where the experience of privatisation and deregulation foreshadowed the changes in
Australia, formal restrictions on aeronautical charges only apply to the four largest airports.
The on-going review of airport charges in New Zealand is considering whether more formal
controls are needed, but has not provided a strong case for controls in principle, or on the
basis of demonstrated abuses of market power under generic trade practices and price
surveillance legislation.  The United States and Canada both have mixes of publicly and
privately owned and operated airports, none of which is subject to formal price control,
although there are clearly other formal and informal mechanisms in place to check potential
exercise of local monopoly power.

Against this background, the Australian controls, discussed in the following Section, appear
more restrictive than appears to have been necessary in comparison with other countries with
similar trade practices and competition regimes.
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4. Operation of aeronautical price controls in Australia

The aeronautical price controls were introduced to counteract abuse of market power by
operators of privatised airports and provide stability and certainty in the years following the
issue of leases.  They were also intended to allow operators to rebalance charges and scope
to cover costs and earn a commercially sustainable rate of return on new investment.

The controls at each airport incorporate a CPI−X price cap on aeronautical services charges
and a provision to further increases charges to recover the cost of "necessary new
investment".

The key weakness of the price controls applied to the privatised Australian airports is the
inconsistency between the implicit objective of preserving under-recovery of aeronautical
services costs and the desired to promote efficient prices and investment consistent with
commercial rates of return.

The CPI−X cap has, to date, succeeded in restraining aeronautical charges, but at the
expense of overall airport profitability and the creation of incentives to adopt inefficient
aeronautical and non-aeronautical charges and distortions of investment incentives.

Given the stated objectives of the price regulation, the price caps should have been an
appropriate form of control.  In practice, the X factors appear too high for the circumstances
that eventuated.  There are also intrinsic, but relatively minor problems, with the current
controls.  These include allowing for new services and charges, limiting the cap to
aeronautical services and the generosity of the carry-over provisions.

The new investment provisions are not normally associated with price caps, but were
necessary to compensate for the investment disincentives created by the low levels of
aeronautical cost recovery.  These provisions introduce elements of regulatory risk which
add to the cost of aeronautical services investment and create distortions usually associated
with rate-of-return regulation.

By not addressing the under-recovery of aeronautical charges, the Government was forced to
combine a light-handed CPI−X approach to prices with a heavy-handed investment and
pricing approval process.  This combination is unlikely to meet the efficiency goals set for the
regulation.

With the theoretical and empirical background to the air services market provided above, this
Sections examines the operation of aeronautical price controls in Australia.  It first reviews
the various objectives set for the controls, and highlights the conflict between the stated
objectives and the added implicit goal of preserving under-recovery of aeronautical services
costs.  The relevant features of the price controls are then outlines, concentrating on the
features of the price cap and associated new investment provisions.  The impact of the
controls to date on aeronautical charges, airport profitability and investment is then examined
as the basis for an assessment of the various problems associated with the implementation of
the regulation.
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4.1. Rationale for Australian airport regulation
The ACCC summarised the reasoning behind the need for prices regulation of privatised
airports as follows28:

Airports can be monopoly facilities in their geographic markets. If unregulated, airport
owners or operators could exercise their market power and charge prices above those
expected in a competitive market.  This would adversely affect the Australian economy
through increased business and tourism costs and reduced economic growth.

The source of the monopoly power of airports was explained as29:
The high costs of building construction and of land close to major cities make airports
uneconomic to duplicate. Passengers and freight customers have little if any choice
about which airport to use in a given destination.

The discussion of airport costs and market position in the previous Section is consistent with
this description.  However, while it is true that abuse of market power by the airports could
lead to qualitative consequences described by the ACCC, there was no evidence that the
potential for abuse had been exercised in the past, or was likely to be exercised after
privatisation.  That is, there was no suggestion, prior to privatisation, that the airports were
earning excessive returns, had excessively high costs of operation or had "gold plated" and
overly high quality facilities.

Consequently, price control of the leased airports appears to have been introduced as a
safeguard against potential abuse of market power alone, possibly as part of the political
negotiation of the privatisation package in the Airports Act 1996.  Given the potential for
regulatory failure, it is therefore germane to ask whether application of price controls is
appropriate.

The Government's position was also outlined in the Pricing Policy Paper30:

Under this approach, it is the Government’s intention that operators have opportunity
to rebalance charges within the price cap, and scope to cover costs and earn a
commercially sustainable rate of return on new investment. At the same time, the price
cap is a genuine constraint on prices. In combination, these arrangements are designed
to provide a sustained period of aeronautical price stability for the aviation industry in
the transition to the new airport operating environment.

Thus, the controls were also intended to provide transitional stability, or at least
predictability, in the period immediately following privatisation.  It would also appear that it
was thought that the price cap would not obstruct the leased airports moving to cost recovery
through more efficient prices, despite the under-recovery evident in aeronautical charges at
the time of privatisation.

It is not surprising that, in the context of privatisation, the government appeared more
concerned to ensure a commercial rate of return on new investment, than the return on
existing assets.  The bidding process for the various leases, given knowledge of the proposed
regulatory framework (including the X factors), should have ensured an appropriate expected
return on existing facilities, to the extent possible with imperfect foresight.  Nevertheless, as

                                                
28 ACCC (2000a), page 3.
29 ACCC (2000a), page 13.
30 DoTRD (1996), page 4.
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discussed in Section 4.4.2, the imbalance between the relative contributions of aeronautical
and non-aeronautical service charges to overheads and profitability was always likely to
distort the balance between new investment and the maintenance and upgrading of existing
assets.

4.2. Principal features of past controls
The price controls applied to the leased Australian airports, described in the Pricing Policy
Paper (DoTRD (1996)), incorporate two basic features:

• the CPI−X cap on aeronautical charges; and

• the provision to allow increases in charges above the cap limits to recover the cost of
"necessary new investment".

The leased airports are also subject to financial and performance reporting requirements and,
following transitional processes included in the Airports Act, services at the airports are now
"declared" for the purposes of Part IIIA of the TPA.  Although these provisions are an
important part of the overall controls, the discussion below concentrates on the two basic
features.

4.2.1. CPI−X price cap
The details of the price cap are set out in ACCC (1997, Attachment B), in conjunction with
the Pricing Policy Paper.  The ACCC describes the formula for the price cap on aeronautical
charges as "a modified weighted average price (MWP)", although the equation shown is
clearly a weighted average price change.  In the notation of Section 2, the price cap implicitly
is:

XCPI
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i
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Equation 4-1

This is formally identical to Littlechild's revenue-based price cap, described in Section 2.3.2,
but with a limit based on the change in the CPI and an X factor, as discussed in Section 2.4.
In practice, the price change for Australian leased airports is calculated from changes in
average charges and these can vary even though the underlying charge rate is constant.  This
practical aspect of the implementation of the controls may lead to their efficiency properties
being subtly different from the basic caps described previously.  This point may be worth
revisiting in further submissions once we have had an opportunity to review the compliance
calculations in more detail.

The price cap applies only to the leased airports' aeronautical services covering:

• passenger processing - flight information display systems, baggage handling, security
systems, immigration and customs areas, public departure lounges, aerobridges and
airside buses; and

• aircraft movement - visual navigation aids, airside safety, grounds, runways, taxiways
and aprons, airfield lighting, roads and aircraft parking areas.

The X factors for individual airports were set by the Commonwealth Government on the
basis of advice from the ACCC and are fixed for the five years of the initial controls.  This
advice considered "analyses of the airports' projected demand and costs and expected
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productivity improvements and economic performance"31.  The ACCC has also stated that
"provision was made for anticipated replacement and maintenance of the existing capital
stock" in the calculation of the X factors (ACCC, 2000c, page 6).  Details of the calculations
(separate demand and productivity growth estimates, for instance) do not appear to have been
made public.

Historically-given prices charged by the FAC were used as the basis for controls and no
attempt was made to ensure that initial prices ensured recovery of the costs of providing the
capped aeronautical services.

The caps included two-year carry-over provisions which allowed airports to hold over
required average price decreases.  This effectively delayed the imposition of the caps for two
years and so were not binding constraints on the airports in the short-term.  Indeed, there is
almost no reason for the caps to have substantially affected airport aeronautical service
pricing at all in the period covered by the ACCC Regulatory Reports issued since the original
Phase I leases were issued in July 199732.

The price caps were included as part of the lease conditions of the airports at privatisation
and consequently do not rely on the PSA or TPA for their authority.  If there is no provision
to extend the life of the cap under this arrangement, some other legislative backing would be
needed.  The use of the PSA, at least in its present form, might not be appropriate for this
purpose33.

4.2.2. New investment
The details of the processes for adjusting the price caps for new investment are set out in the
Pricing Policy Paper, in conjunction with ACCC (1997, page 5 and Attachment C) and the
more recent Position Paper (ACCC, 2000c).  The rationale given for including these
processes in the price controls was that:

"price oversight arrangements dependent solely on these price caps may restrict the
timely development of necessary new aeronautical infrastructure." 34

To counter this possibility:

"the operator has scope to seek charging increases outside the price cap to recoup
costs associated with necessary new investment, where:

• the price rises are required to fund the new investment; and

• those users with a significant interest in the new investment support the investment,
including the associated charges." 35

                                                
31 ACCC (2000a), page 13.
32 To meet the transparency goals of the current regulatory regime, each year the ACCC reports on price cap
compliance, accounts reporting, quality of service monitoring, and prices monitoring for the regulated airports
(ACCC, 1999a,b,c and 2000b, for instance).  As at the time of the writing of this submission, the most recent
Regulatory Reports were in relation to the 1998-99 financial year.
33 The Productivity Commission is currently reviewing the operation and applicability of the PSA in the context
of the Competition Principles Agreement for the Commonwealth and State governments to examine all
legislation with potentially anti-competitive consequences.  An interim report (PC, 2000) was released in
October last year, and the final report is expected in August this year.
34 DoTRD (1996), page 4.
35 DoTRD (1996), page 4.
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The criteria to guide the ACCC's assessment of proposals to raise prices above the cap to
recover new investment costs were set out in the Pricing Policy Paper at Attachment B.
There are no rigid rules to be followed in the assessment and the ACCC must consider each
proposal on its merits, given the information available to it.

The ACCC has a number of options as to how any allowance will be incorporated into the
cap, including adding a new charge at an agreed level to the basket of capped charges,
allowing a new charge outside the cap and adding a "K" factor to change the price cap limit
to CPI−X+K.  This additional factor would presumably have to be assessed by the ACCC,
although airport operators could give guidance with expected revenue and other data.

The Position Paper (ACCC, 2000c) outlines the approach the ACCC intends to use to
identify "necessary new investment" and gives some examples of expenditure that would and
would not qualify for assessment against the criteria that would then have to be met before
the price cap could be adjusted.

4.3. Impact of the controls
4.3.1. Aeronautical charges

As noted in Section 3.1.2, aeronautical revenues at Australian airports at the time of
privatisation did not generally cover aeronautical costs and therefore made zero or relatively
small contributions to overheads and profits.  There are no data in the ACCC Regulatory
Reports to allow assessment of the current degree of aeronautical cost recovery.  The
privatisation process would have effectively ensured that the new airport lessees revalued
aeronautical assets, so that they could expect to obtain commercial rates of return from the
stream of charges allowed under the price controls.  In this sense, the initial under-recovery
of aeronautical services costs should not have represented a problem.  The under pricing is
more likely to cause difficulties over time because of the disincentives to maintain or upgrade
the facilities supplying aeronautical services at "true" prices, better reflecting the value of the
assets.  These problems are addressed in the following Section.

There appear to have been only small movements in aeronautical charges in the short time
that the controls have been operating.  Table 4-1 summarises the compliance with the price
cap of the four largest privatised airports (the three Phase I airports and Adelaide).  Despite
carry-over provisions that would effectively have allowed no change in charges for the first
two years of the price caps, Brisbane and Melbourne both decreased charges by more than
was required in the first year and Perth was assessed to have decreased charges by only
0.25% less than required.  The ACCC assessed Brisbane's price cap compliance with and
without the revenues from the vehicle access charge36, although it is not clear from the
Regulatory Report whether Brisbane airport will be required to pass back the estimated over-
recovery of revenue assessed by the ACCC.

                                                
36 ACCC (1999b) page 15-16.  Aeronautical charges decreased by a weighted average of 2.78% without the
taxis' charge giving under-recovery of 0.38%, but were estimated to have changed in the range of a 0.5%
decrease or a 0.8% increase, to give over-recovery of between 2.35% and 3.3% when the ACCC estimates of
revenues were included.  Strictly speaking, any completely new charge is an infinitely large price change which
is weighted by zero revenue in the previous period, hence the technical difficulty of assessing an appropriate
allowance within the existing price cap limit.
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Table 4-1: Price cap compliance of four largest privatised airports, 1998-99
Revenue CPI-X Total Revenue
under- required required Actual under-

recovery reduction reduction reduction recovery
1997-98 1998-99 1998-99 1998-99 1998-99

Brisbane
  Without taxi revenue 0.60% -3.00% -2.40% -2.78% 0.38%
  With taxi revenue 0.60% -3.00% -2.40% -0.5 to +0.8% -2.35 to -3.3%
Melbourne 0.14% -2.50% -2.36% -2.24% -0.12%
Perth
  With taxi revenue -0.25% -4.00% -4.25% -3.20% -1.05%
Adelaide - -2.50% -2.50% 0.00% -2.50%

Source: ACCC Regulatory Reports

Allowing for the ACCC's treatment of new taxi charges, all three Phase I airports had over-
recovered revenues at the end of 1998-99.  Note that the level of reported over-recovery after
including the taxis' charge at Brisbane may be misreported by the ACCC, since the range of
assessed actual price changes do not translate into the range of over-recovery.  Although
Adelaide Airport did not change its aeronautical charges in 1998-99, it decreased charges by
5.22% on 1 July 1999, which should have been enough to meet its CPI−X requirements up to
the end of 1999-00.

Within these aggregate changes there has been some, but not substantial, "rebalancing" of
aeronautical charges.  Brisbane increased both landing charges and terminal fees by the same
proportions in both 1997-98 and 1998-99, but left aircraft parking charges unchanged.
Conversely, Melbourne decreased landing charges and terminal fees by around the same
amounts in both years, but substantially increased aircraft parking charges.  Perth similarly
decreased landing charges and terminal fees by around the same amounts and decreased
aircraft parking charges in 1997-98, but made no substantial changes in 1998-99.

The fuel levies are per litre charges on oil companies for aviation gas supplied to aircraft37

and have been introduced at Brisbane airport (at 0.4 cents per litre) and were due for
introduction at Perth airport from 1 June 1999.  The ACCC sees the introduction of these fees
as an example of the airport operators taking advantage of their market power derived from
control of refuelling sites38.  Note that the ability to levy these fees results from provisions
introduced into contracts with oil companies by the FAC prior to privatisation.  The oil
companies have prices which are monitored but unregulated and have a market presence that
allows them quickly to pass on changes in costs such as increased fees or taxes as they arise.
It is therefore ironic that they should complain about the attempts of regulated airports to
raise additional revenue to recover costs with the throughput levies.

The effect of the price controls on aeronautical charges therefore seems to have been largely
to lock in the historically determined pricing structures.  Given the decreases in aeronautical
charges required and actually introduced, it is also likely that any under-recovery of
aeronautical services costs at these airports has also been preserved.  The airport operators
appear to have responded less with adjustment of existing aeronautical charges and more

                                                
37 See ACCC (1998) and ACCC (2000a), page 16.
38 ACCC (2000a), op cit.
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with the introduction of charges for previously unpriced services and attempts to gain
approval for adjustments based on new investments.

4.3.2. Profitability
As shown in Table 4-2, the ACCC's reports on airports' financial accounts indicate that none
of the privatised, regulated airports returned an after-tax profit in 1998-99.  Each and all of
these airports made an after-tax loss in 1998-99.

Table 4-2: Profitability of regulated airports, 1998-99
Airport After Tax Profit/Loss
Brisbane -$19,938,000
Melbourne -$29,432,000
Perth -$27,583,130
Adelaide -$12,263,000
Alice Springs -$2,614,837
Canberra -$619,000
Collangatta -$2,855,000
Darwin -$10,496,238
Hobart -$96,000
Launceston -$34,000
Townsville -$115,000

Source: ACCC Regulatory Reports

The ACCC's reports note that, in each case, the profit performance was affected by interest
payments.  Such statements may reflect a belief by the ACCC that that recorded profits were
lowered by interest payments on shareholders' loans.  Many of the privatised airports were
financed by a combination of:

• senior debt (that is bank debt and bonds issues on capital markets);

• subordinated debt, similar to the above, but with lower levels of security; and

• equity and shareholders' loans, sometimes parceled together as "stapled securities".
This structure was adopted by many of the purchasing consortia at the time of privatisation to
prevent free cash flow from being trapped in the airport owner entity during periods of
accounting losses.  This is a standard project financing structure in cases, such as airports and
other infrastructure projects, where high levels of depreciation in early years can lead to
accounting losses.  Under accounting standards, distributions to equity holders can only be
made from profits, even though significant levels of free cash may be generated before
deduction of accounting depreciation expenses.

To the extent that payments are being made on shareholders' loans, the returns to equity
holders is arguably higher than suggested by the very poor profit performance shown in
Table 4-2.  Access Economics has therefore used information from the annual reports of the
four largest privatised airports to analyse this issue further.  These sources of information are
also available for the latest complete financial year, 1999-2000.

As shown in Table 4-3, only Melbourne and Perth airports made payments on shareholders'
loans in the past two financial years.  Even after taking into account these payments, the
profitability of airports has been very poor.  Only Melbourne airport recorded an adjusted
profit and then only in one year and only by a small amount.
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Table 4-3: Profitability of the four largest privatised airports, adjusting for payments
on shareholders' loans

1999-2000 1998-99
Brisbane
Accounting after-tax profit -$112,650,000 * -$19,938,000
Payments on shareholder loans Nil Nil
Total return to equity -$112,650,000 -$19,938,000
Melbourne
Accounting after-tax profit -$20,509,000 -$29,786,000
Payments on shareholder loans $23,019,000 $21,522,000
Total return to equity $2,510,000 -$8,264,000
Perth
Accounting after-tax profit -$22,393,000 -$27,583,000
Payments on shareholder loans $15,055,000 $15,239,000
Total return to equity -$7,338,000 -$12,344,000
Adelaide
Accounting after-tax profit -$7,130,895 -$12,263,195
Payments on shareholder loans Nil Nil
Total return to equity -$7,130,895 -$12,263,195

*  Excluding abnormal items, after tax profits were -$24,534,000.
Source: ACCC Regulatory Reports

The Regulatory Reports prepared by the ACCC indicate that the profit performance of the
privatised, regulated airports has been very poor.  All of the privatised, regulated airports
recorded after tax losses in 1998-99.  Even after taking into account payments on
shareholders' loans by two of the four largest privatised airports, the profit performance of
these airports remains very poor.

4.3.3. Investment
The Confidential attachment provides examples of impediments to investment at Adelaide
and Canberra airports as a consequence of the investment review aspects of the current
regulatory regime.  The experience at Adelaide with the proposed Multi-User Integrated
Terminal and at Canberra with several new investments related to new entrants and terminal
development are instructive.  They highlight the multi-faceted nature of regulatory risk and
the potential for adverse effects on commercial-decision making and sub-optimal economic
outcomes.  These experiences also demonstrate the countervailing power possessed by the
incumbent domestic airlines.

There is no way of knowing whether this investment would have been "efficient" or yielded
the originally expected rates of return in the absence of the ACCC's actual or potential
intervention.  Nevertheless, it is clear that the regime has restricted the level of investment
that might otherwise have occurred if commercial viability had been the only test to be
satisfied.

The source of the problems is the under-recovery of aeronautical services costs entrenched in
existing, price capped charges.  This means new investments necessarily require increased or
new charges to make them viable.  In the absence of this problem, it might be expected that
airport operators could obtain adequate commercial funding and recover the costs of new
investments over time from the revenue the facilities would generate at more appropriate
prices.

Moreover, once a new investment requires regulatory approval it becomes subject to
"regulatory risk" and must earn a premium over the returns on other, unregulated,
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commercial investments.  That makes it less likely, notwithstanding the cooperation and
impartiality of the ACCC, that an otherwise commercially viable investment can proceed.

The experience of the MTAA Super Fund with Adelaide and Brisbane airports, and its close
knowledge of Canberra airport, suggest that the current regulatory system is a strong
impediment to new investment for the provision of aeronautical services.  As they stand, the
investment provisions of the regulatory regime clearly create substantial additional costs to
airport operators, both directly in compliance and indirectly through the disincentive effect of
the regulatory risk of disallowance.

4.4. Flaws in regulatory design
The principal defect of the design of the price controls was the failure to address the conflict
between the under-recovery of aeronautical services costs that existed at the time the airports
were privatised and the desired to promote efficient prices and investment consistent with
commercial rates of return.

4.4.1. CPI−X price cap
Although the major flaws with the price cap regulation were due to failure to address
structural imbalances in airport revenues, the design and implementation of the cap itself was
subject to a number of problems.

X factor levels
It is difficult unequivocally to ascribe the poor profit performance of the regulated airports,
described above, to the effect of the price caps without measures of their aeronautical costs
and some clear evidence that aeronautical revenues were under-contributing to the total.
Nevertheless, given that the airports were free to set all other charges almost without
restriction and the presumption that they possess market power, the losses recorded suggest
that the controls on aeronautical revenues were too restrictive in the circumstances.

There are many reasons why the poor profit performance of the regulated airports could have
been the result of the price controls.  Recall from Section 2.4 that the extent to which a
CPI−X cap constrains the profitability of a firm depends on many factors including
productivity and demand growth and internal economies of scale.  With a given CPI−X
constraint, unexpected demand growth and significant economies of scale will decrease unit
costs of supply and windfall profits will follow from the constrained real prices.  Conversely,
an X factor set solely on the basis of expected productivity growth, with no allowance for
other factors, could see the viability of the firm put at risk if demand suddenly fell below
historical trend levels.

There was no provision in the CPI−X regime to allow a review if unforeseen exogenous
events occurred.  The Asian Financial Crisis of 1997-98 was one such event, which would
have severely undermined any demand growth and scale economies assumptions
underpinning the ACCC's X factor calculations.  The Crisis started in July 1997 (with the
collapse of the Thai Bhat), only a few weeks after the new private owners of Brisbane moved
in.  This caused the vendor forecasts (by Tourism Futures International) for Brisbane to prove
to be particularly optimistic39.  For some airports, aeronautical cost recovery would have
slipped well below pre-privatisation levels as a consequence of the Asian collapse.

                                                
39 See Box 2.1 on page 15 of PC (1999) for a discussion of the impact of the Crisis on arrivals in Australia by
country of departure.
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It would be rash to forecast the profit performance of the regulated airports over the
remaining terms of the initial price cap arrangements.  Market conditions could move
favourably in the next few years.  Price caps work best in relatively stable markets, where
regulators have some hope of identifying and forecasting the underlying trends that drive
profitability.  A problem with applying price caps to airports is that demands for their
services, and their profitability, can be remarkably volatile.  There is little scope for
regulators to set X factors that preempt the fluctuations and ensure normal profits over time.

Although the ACCC's advice on appropriate levels for the X factors notionally took account
of the relevant factors, no attempt was made to ensure that initial prices ensured recovery of
the costs of providing the capped aeronautical services.  Just as a price cap might be adjusted
to attempt to "wind back" excess profits by setting an X factor that was larger than warranted
by other factors, the ACCC could, and arguably should, have made some allowance in the X
factor to allow aeronautical service charges to increase to cost recovery levels over the course
of the initial five-year price caps.

Incorporating new charges
Airport operators have clearly attempted to increase revenues with new charges for
previously unpriced services considered by them to be outside the definition of aeronautical
services included in the price cap.  These include vehicle access charges and fuel throughput
levies.  The ACCC has resisted the introduction of these fees or has attempted to incorporate
them into the price cap to force the airports to make offsetting decreases in other charges.

It is impossible to predict what the airports might do to the structure of aeronautical and non-
aeronautical charges in the absence of regulatory controls, but it is likely that they would
choose to rebalance within existing structures and change the basis for some existing charges
before introducing fees such as the taxis' charges and fuel throughput levies.  These do not
appear to be efficient means of raising revenue (especially when enforcement costs are
considered) and the best explanation for their introduction is that the airport operators have
been forced to introduce or expand charges on unregulated margins wherever possible.

As noted in Section 2.5.4, a price cap based on past-period revenue shares has the drawback
that it tends to preserve existing, possibly inefficient, pricing structures and it is difficult to
incorporate new services or charges.  This problem is evident in the ACCC's treatment of the
introduction of new vehicle access charges at Brisbane airport.  The efficiency and
appropriateness of these charges may be queried, as might whether they should be included
in the price cap.  These points aside, it is clear that the price control arrangements are not
sufficiently flexible to detail exactly how new services or charges should be assessed.

Airports have an incentive to try to increase profits on all possible margins and the ACCC is
correct to be wary of the possibility new charges are being used to evade the price cap limits.
Nevertheless, the uncertainty about the likely treatment of new charges (or changes in the
structure of existing charges) will be a disincentive to improve pricing efficiency.

Breadth of controls
To the extent that an airport is a vertically integrated business, it does not make sense to
regulate prices in upstream (aeronautical) activities, while allowing unregulated pricing
downstream.  By capping only the notionally monopoly aeronautical service charges, airport
operators are unable to take into account the interaction between up- and down-stream
demands and costs and consequently do not have proper incentives efficiently to set prices or
allocate investment.
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Airports receive aeronautical and car parking revenue from domestic passengers, whereas
they derive substantial terminal and duty-free revenue from international passengers.  Since
regulation only covers aeronautical revenues, it encourages airports to unduly focus on the
more profitable international segments and encourages the under-provision of capacity for
domestic operations.  Air travellers around the world suffer from airport congestion and
delays much more than the price of airfares, the provision (and funding) of adequate capacity
is more important than saving a few cents on an airfare.  The current regulatory regime will
result in incentives for airports to give priority to international flights over domestic, when
capacity constraints become binding.

As noted in Section 2.5.5, price caps will preserve inefficient price signals when some of a
regulated firm's outputs are not capped.  Under-pricing of upstream services in a vertically
integrated firm may have negative consequences for the profitability of downstream markets.
In the case of the airports, preventing cost recovery pricing of aeronautical services may have
limited the airport operators' ability to get passenger flows through other facilities (terminal
retail and parking, for instance).  While there will be some incentive to cross-subsidise
aeronautical services to maintain passenger flows, we have already argued that there will not
be a strong quantity response to changes in charges.  Rather, the problem comes from not
being able to finance improvements in the quality and level of services that might have a
stronger influence on passenger traffic.

Treatment of carry-over
In principle, carry-over provisions weaken the efficiency properties of price caps by allowing
profits to be shifted between periods and thus encouraging delay in the realisation of
efficiency gains from reductions in profits or improved pricing structures.  While enforcing
the caps in each year might have led to poorer profit performance by the regulated airports, a
limited amount of carry-over is preferable40.

Aside from the in-principle problems with the two-year carry-over provisions, there is also
some uncertainty and potential inconsistency in their application.  The carry-over has been
expressed as an amount of revenue to be passed back (due to "over-recovery") in the
Regulatory Reports ("Adelaide Airport therefore has two years to pass back this revenue"41,
for instance).  There is a danger this would creating an additional incentive to hold back price
decreases (so the real value of over-recovered revenue decreased).

From the treatment of the carry-over of under-recovered revenue in the case of Brisbane
airport (ACCC, 1999b, page 15) it appears that the percentage change over or under the
required price cap limits will be carried forward, not the revenue equivalent.  This is,
however, inconsistent with the treatment of under-recovered revenue at Melbourne (ACCC,
1999c, page 14) where the net under-recovery is assessed in dollar terms, and it appears that
this has reduced the percentage carry-over into 1998-99 from 0.16% to 0.14%.  The revenue
equivalent of the under-recovery cannot be reproduced from the data available in the 1997-98
compliance calculations (ACCC, 1999a, pages 13-14).  Note also that the weighted total price
change in 1997-98, -2.06%, appears to have been calculated (Table 2) excluding the revenue
from aircraft parking charges which did not change.  The revenue shares of the services for
which charges changed therefore appear overstated, and the true weighted total price change

                                                
40 The price caps applied to Telstra originally allowed weighted price changes to be only one percentage point
above the CPI−X limit in any year and this was tightened to 0.5 from the beginning of 1996.  See Access
Economics (1998), Section 2.1.
41 ACCC(2000b), page 6.
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across all capped services would have been less than –2.06%, depending on the level of
aircraft parking revenue in 1996-97.

These are relatively minor discrepancies which, however, raise questions about the rigor and
care exercised by the ACCC in its enforcement of the price controls.

4.4.2. Allowance for new investment
As noted at the beginning of this Section, in introducing the price controls the Government
emphasised ensuring airport operators could earn a commercial rate of return on new
investment, as might have been considered appropriate in the context of privatisation.
Nevertheless, the imbalance between the relative contributions of aeronautical and non-
aeronautical service charges to overheads and profitability was always likely to distort the
balance between new investment and the maintenance and upgrading of existing assets.

To the extent that the Government was privatising existing assets, the expected loss on
aeronautical operations (and any super profit on non-aeronautical operations) would have
been taken into account by bidders in the formulation of their bid price.  In the first instance,
the under-recovery of aeronautical costs would have reduced the amount investors were
willing to bid.

Once the airports were privatised, the under-recovery of aeronautical costs (restricted by the
price cap) acted as a disincentive to new investment in aeronautical-related infrastructure.
Conversely, the relatively high rate of return on non-aeronautical services acted as an
incentive to over-invest in those areas.

The current regulatory provisions for assessment and approval of new investment proposals
are unusual in that, as CPI−X controls are applied in other industries, the regulated firm
would have full control over its investment decisions and would increase or decrease its
productive capacity according to the impact on its profitability.  In particular, it would
generally be the case that investments would add to the firm's capacity to produce more
services (possibly both regulated and non-regulated) and possibly at lower unit cost.  New
investment would be warranted where, given the limits of the cap on prices, they would
improve the firm's overall profitability.  Moreover, although a price capped firm is unable to
raise prices as demand expanded, it would still have an incentive efficiently to invest to
expand capacity as long as regulated prices gave a sufficient margin over operating costs42.
Investment is therefore properly thought of as only one aspect of the firm's freedom to make
decisions to minimise its costs of production under a price cap and does not require separate
regulatory control.

In this context, a possible explanation for including investment-specific price controls in the
regulation is that, for airport operations, new investment tends to be particularly lumpy.
Consequently, significant congestion pressures can emerge that would be reflected in rising
prices until the new investment is undertaken.  However, these price responses cannot
emerge under a price cap and the price signals (and a source of funds) for investment do not
arise (note that if this was the case price control would probably not be an appropriate form
of regulation for the industry).

In practice, the stated rationale for the investment provisions was to allow airport operators
"to recoup costs associated with necessary new investment"43 something that should not
                                                
42 That is, as long as the firm was making at least normal returns as a whole, or efficient (Ramsey) mark-ups on
marginal costs on specific services.
43 DoTRD (1996), page 4.
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generally be necessary if prices are set at least at levels consistent with cost recovery.  As
noted above, if airport charges included a disincentive to new investment at the time of
privatisation, this problem should have been addressed directly by capping a much broader
basket of services and allowing prices to be rebalanced sufficiently quickly that it restored the
incentive to invest.

Given that the under-recovery of aeronautical services costs was not addressed prior to
privatisation, the new investment provisions were a necessary part of the price controls.
There are, however, problems with their administration.

Regulatory failure
If aeronautical charges adequately covered costs the operators of the privatised airports the
ACCC would not have need to have approve new charges or adjust the cap limit.
Commercially viable investments would be undertaken and earn a return from generating
additional volumes of services at existing charges.  While aeronautical charges do not
adequately cover costs, airport operators necessarily require regulatory approval of proposed
investments and associated charges.  This creates the prospect of various types of regulatory
failure.

The guidelines for assessing proposals for charge increases restrict these allowances to
"necessary new investment" and the ACCC is therefore obliged to define this subset of
investment (and other forms of expenditure).  Unregulated firms only have to assess new
investment against the criterion of expected profitability, they do not have to decide if it is
"new" and "necessary".  In order for the regulated airports to gain adjustments to the price
cap to make aeronautical investments viable, and before being tested against the other criteria
for cap adjustments, airport operators have to decide whether the project is "new" and
"necessary" and then convince the ACCC.  Although the ACCC's definition in its position
paper (ACCC, 2000c) appears theoretically sound, there will inevitably be problems
implementing the "necessary new" standard in practice.

Even the best intentioned and informed regulator will make mistakes and proper assessment
of investment proposals take time.  Requiring ACCC approval of proposed price increases or
new charges then necessarily creates risk, uncertainty and delay, all of which increase the
costs of investment subject to assessment (and the required rate of return).  These alone
would create a disincentive to new aeronautical services investment.

The criteria set out in Attachment B of the Pricing Policy Paper to guide the ACCC's
assessment of proposals to raise prices above the cap are sufficiently ambiguous as to give
the ACCC absolute discretion over the terms and conditions under which it will give assent
to a proposal.  They also do not give an airport operator any guidance as to how to structure a
proposal to give any certainty that it will be accepted.  Consequently, the operator must
involve the ACCC intimately in the development of the proposal, to attempt to ensure that the
final project will be accepted and viable.  This appears to have been the experience of
Adelaide Airport Limited in the development of the proposal for a new Passenger Facilitation
Charge to recover the costs of the new Multi-User Integrated Terminal (MUIT), as outlined
in the Confidential attachment to this submission.  To the extent that it cannot be funded from
existing levels of aeronautical charges, and despite the best efforts of the ACCC, this aspect
of the regulatory regime necessarily adds to the costs of new investments.

The assessment of new investment by the ACCC bears similarity with rate-of-return
regulation.  For incremental infrastructure, such as the new multi-user international terminal
in Adelaide, the ACCC negotiates increases in airport charges to ensure an appropriate rate of
return on the capital increment.  It might be expected that the process will also create the
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investment distortion problems associated with rate-of-return regulation previously discussed
in Section 2.6.  As discussed above, the assessment process necessarily requires "heavy-
handed", or at least close, regulator involvement in aeronautical investment planning.

The existence of the new investment provisions will also tempt airport operators to try to use
them to gain some loosening of the price cap or authorisation for a new, uncapped charge.  It
therefore makes more sense to ensure that all prospectively viable investment can be
undertaken within the bounds on prices set by the cap.  However, the "necessary new" test is
an unavoidable addition to the price controls as long as current air services charges are too
low.

Contrary to the stated intentions of the government to generate stability and certainty in the
period following airport privatisation, the regulations covering necessary new investment
have added a layer of uncertainty that would not normally be faced by a private firm, even
one subject to a price cap.

4.4.3. Summary
The key weakness of the design of the price controls applied to the privatised Australian
airports is the inconsistency between the implicit objective of preserving under-recovery of
aeronautical services costs and the desire to promote efficient prices and investment
consistent with commercial rates of return.

Given the stated objectives of the price regulation (controlling potential abuse of market
power, providing industry with price stability), the price caps should have been an
appropriate form of control.  In practice, the X factors appear to have been set too high for
the market circumstances that eventuated after privatisation.  There are also other intrinsic,
but relatively minor problems, with incorporating new services and charges, limiting the cap
to "monopolised" aeronautical services and the treatment and inclusion of carry-over
provisions.

The new investment provisions of the price controls are not normally associated with price
caps, but were necessary in this case to compensate for the disincentives for aeronautical
services investment created by the low levels of aeronautical services cost recovery.  These
provisions introduce various elements of regulatory risk which add to the cost of aeronautical
services investment and create investment distortions usually associated with rate-of-return
regulation.

By not addressing the under-recovery of aeronautical charges, the Government was forced to
combine a light-handed CPI−X approach to prices with a heavy-handed investment and
pricing approval process.  This combination was unlikely to meet the efficiency goals set for
the regulation.
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5. Alternatives to the current regulation

The design of the past controls appears to have been intended to preserve the under –
recovery of aeronautical services costs.  Separate review and allowance for new investment
price increases would not have been necessary otherwise.

The deficiencies of the past controls do not have to be perpetuated and a more sensible
approach to continued price caps would be to broaden their coverage and set an X factor
that realistically reflected existing overall airport profitability as well as expectations of the
impact of other relevant factors.

The difficulty of making a sensible assessment of the appropriate X factor for each airport
and the likely magnitude of any efficiency losses from excessive pricing, suggest that formal
price control should be abandoned in favour of light-handed prices and profit oversight.

The countervailing power and watchdog roles of the domestic airlines would be sufficient, in
combination with the ACCC's existing powers under the TPA, to ensure that airports were
limited in their ability to abuse their market power.

Given the goals and the problems of existing airport regulation, two alternatives are
considered below.

• a "status quo" that retains the existing controls with some modifications to address some
of the weaknesses previously identified; and

• a minimal oversight alternative that removes formal controls and relies on monitoring and
generic PSA and TPA control.

It is useful first to review the rationales for price controls and the goals served in practice by
the existing controls.

5.1. Appropriate regulatory goals
The stated goals of the aeronautical price controls outlined in Section 4.1 can be summarised
as:

• to control the potential for abuse of monopoly power;

• to provide incentives for efficient pricing and investment by airport operators;

• to constrain prices while giving scope for operators to recover costs and earn commercial
rates of return on new investment; and

• to give a period of transitional stability.
In addition to these, the design and implementation of the regulation suggest that it also has
the implicit objective of preserving the imbalance between aeronautical and non-aeronautical
contributions to overheads and profits, or at least of reducing aeronautical charges without
regard for their effects on investment incentives and pricing in other parts of the regulated
airports' operations.

Australia's privatised airports undoubtedly have some degree of market power and the
potential to abuse it.  This is not unusual in a relatively small developed economy such as
Australia, and there are many examples of other (locally) highly concentrated industries
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where firms have market power and potential to abuse that power to some extent.  Most of
these industries are not regulated directly and in many cases regulation only takes the form of
close attention to their activities by regulatory authorities without explicit intervention.
Direct price control is generally only applied in instances of proven monopoly behaviour or
excess costs and is targeted appropriately.

While price regulation of aeronautical services may be an appropriate response to concern
about potential abuse of market power, there is an inconsistency between the associated
efficiency goals and the legacy of under-recovery of aeronautical services costs.  In most
instances where price caps have been applied to privatised public utilities, in Australia and
overseas, there has been an industry history of prices which were structurally unbalanced and
too high in the markets where market power was concentrated.  Price caps are useful in those
circumstances because they simultaneously allow rebalancing and restraint of costs or profits.

In the case of Australia's privatised airports there was no substantial evidence of excess costs
or profits prior to privatisation, and the aeronautical services most likely to be monopolised
had historically been priced below costs.  Although price caps could have been used in the
transitional period following privatisation to meet all the stated goals of regulation, the
controls adopted served, as foreshadowed by the Productivity Commission (1999, page 192),
to:

"compound an inefficient aeronautical charging structure — in the form of under-
pricing — that existed prior to the implementation of the price cap."

The design of future aeronautical price controls, if any, must recognise that it is inappropriate
to continue to hold down aeronautical charges at the expense of efficiency, incentives to
invest in aeronautical services facilities and the regulatory costs of investment oversight
(increased cost of preparation and regulatory risk of rejection or inadequate returns).
Consequently, whatever form of regulation is applied in the future there is a need for a
process to allow realignment in aeronautical charges to bring them up to cost recovery.

Some form of regulation may still be necessary to prevent abuse of monopoly power once
prices have been rebalanced, but airports can be given more flexibility by removing the
present goal of holding aeronautical service charges at inefficient levels.

5.2. Improved price caps
An obvious new regulatory regime is the status quo of some form of price cap, suitably
adjusted to address some of the weaknesses previously identified.  The key problem is how to
address the under-recovery of aeronautical services costs.  Several approaches may be
possible:

• a one-off increase in aeronautical charges;

• an adjustment to the X factor applied to the current basket of capped aeronautical
charges; or

• a broadening of the cap to cover all airport services.
Each of these would need to be based on an assessment for each airport of the extent to which
aeronautical charges are below costs (and possibly also, at least in the first two cases, the
extent they are below "efficient" charges that would make an appropriate contribution to
overheads).  Depending on which approach is taken, it may be necessary to make some
judgement about the adjustment of individual charges.  In other cases, when the form of the
continuing price cap will allow rebalancing to correct the effects of any averaging, for
instance, a blanket increase in aeronautical charges may be a safer course.
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5.2.1. One-off increase
If aeronautical charges are allowed a one-off increase to restore cost recovery, the remainder
of the price cap arrangements could be left largely untouched.  Existing provisions for
allowances for "necessary new investment" could remain, as they would not generally be
needed.  Airports should be able to finance aeronautical investments from ongoing operating
revenues.  Removing the provisions would help avoid regulatory game playing by airport
operators attempting to evade the ongoing price cap, but they might still be useful for
authorising temporary funding for particularly lumpy investments.  This would be especially
the case for investments with direct impact on aeronautical services capacity, as opposed to
quality of service, which would normally require rationing of demand through higher prices
before they were constructed.

A difficulty with this approach might be to determine any offset of non-aeronautical charges
currently levied to ensure airport profitability, to limit the windfall gains to airport operators
from the one-off adjustment.  That is, despite their poor recent profit performance, the
privatised airports should (as a consequence of privatisation) expect to earn commercial rates
of return and will do so because the under-recovery of aeronautical charges is offset by over-
recovery of non-aeronautical costs.  This over-recovery would turn into pure profit if
aeronautical charges were allowed to rise without some offsetting decrease in non-
aeronautical charges.  Alternatively, privatisation can be thought of as having devalued
aeronautical assets sufficiently to ensure commercial returns from low levels of aeronautical
charges.  Ensuring aeronautical cost recovery would then effectively revalue those assets and
yield airport operators a capital gain.

5.2.2. Adjustment to the X
Instead of making the adjustment to aeronautical charges in a discrete change, cost recovery
could be brought about incrementally.  This would be the reverse of the role for the X factor
in winding back excess profits over time, and would require a "negative X" element in the
calculations of an appropriate X factor for the following term of the price caps.  This would
aim to ensure aeronautical services cost recovery was achieved at the end of some period.
The length of time could possibly be five years, although, if shorter, the controls could set
two X values, with and without the cost recovery element, to apply over the life of the cap.

The advantage of this approach over the one-off adjustment would be that the increase would
be delayed and users of aeronautical services would also have time to adjust to it.  Against
this, the disincentives of the present under-recovery would persist longer and the efficiency
gains of correcting the problem would not be realised as soon.  Provisions for new
investments would still be necessary in the interim, although they would have to allow for the
expected rate of improved aeronautical cost recovery.

Again, the ACCC would also need to assess the appropriate overall adjustment, and any
offsetting changes to non-aeronautical charges.

5.2.3. Broadening the cap
The under-recovery of aeronautical services costs could be addressed "naturally" by letting
the airports rebalance charges within a broad-based price cap.  That is, the price controls
could be expanded to cover all airport services, with appropriate adjustment of the X factor to
allow for economies of scale, demand growth and productivity improvements over the whole
of their operations.  The airport operators would then determine the appropriate levels of
markups on variable costs that make contributions to fixed costs and profits, within the
bounds of the overall price cap.
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The broadened price control would encompass many services in effectively competitive
markets, but the elasticities of demands for these would be relatively high and the airports
would naturally not be able to raise these prices above competitive levels.  Contributions to
overheads and profit would then still come from the services over which the airports have
market power, but at levels that better reflected the interactions between the markets.  The
ACCC would not need, either now or in the future, to assess the appropriate level of
contributions for a narrow subset of services.  It would, however, still periodically have to
pass judgement on the overall profitability of the airports.

5.2.4. Other changes
If the price caps are continued there will still be a other changes to the controls that should be
made, some of which depend on the approach taken to restoring aeronautical services costs
recovery.  These would include:

• broadening the coverage of the cap to include services over which the airports may have
lesser degrees of market power (such as car parking) with the intention of curbing any
abuse of that power and better coordinating price changes with changes to currently
capped services;

• clarifying the methodology for assessing the impact or inclusion of new charges or
services, to give airports greater certainty about the regulatory consequences of decisions
to make these changes; and

• restricting the carry-over provisions to ensure the price caps are more tightly binding in
each period, to enforce real changes in prices required by the price cap and thus act as a
catalyst for faster rebalancing.

5.2.5. Summary
Under this approach the ACCC will still need to assess the profitability of the regulated
airports as part of its assessment of appropriate future X factors.  Aside from the other
difficulties with setting X, the ACCC then has to face the information problems of assessing
"minimum" costs, including appropriate valuations of, and rates of return on, substantial
fixed assets.  The practical problems of this assessment are well illustrated by the recent draft
decision on new aeronautical charges at Sydney Airport (ACCC, 2001).

The speed of evolution in the aviation industry requires a regulatory regime of sufficient
flexibility not to impede innovation.  Five years ago, there was no such thing as Star
Alliance, nor Virgin Blue, nor the new large Airbus 3XX (now called A380) and the
stretched Boeing 747, nor Internet airfare auctions, nor were frequent flyer programs as
prevalent.  Five years is an eternity in the market for air travel.  An X factor set for a five
year period will never be able to incorporate the likely effects of demand and productivity
changes accurately enough to ensure the airports do not run the risk of substantial profits or
losses.

The difficulties with setting the X factor suggest that, while price caps might provide an
appropriate exogenous target for short term management of airports, the rapid evolution in
the aviation industry means the controls may produce undesirable variations in profitability
as circumstances vary from those underlying the X factor calculations.  If the price cap
cannot be set for any length of time without requiring a major realignment of charges at the
end of each period, it clearly is not an appropriate form of price regulation for the industry.

This approach to continuing price control does not avoid the information problems still
inherent in even a light-handed approach to regulation.  Regulators are still left with all the
other problems of price cap, such as the inability to set X factors appropriately in changing
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circumstances, how to treat substantial new investment and how to accommodate and
encourage efficient changes in pricing structures.  Airport operators are still faced with the
additional uncertainties and costs of regulatory risk.

5.3. Minimal oversight
Although many of the problems with the current aeronautical price controls can be traced to
the conflict between the efficiency objectives and the under-recovery of aeronautical services
costs, it is clear that the difficulty of setting appropriate parameters for a price cap and the
costs of regulatory risk are also a source of problems and inefficiencies.
The privatised airports have market power based on their natural monopoly cost structures,
their control over large sunk investments and scarce locations and the strong network
economies for the services of their vertically integrated operations.  However, the presence of
market power is not generally sufficient to warrant regulatory intervention.

Despite the potential for abuse of market power, regulation itself is not free from causing
distortions and deadweight losses, particularly when implemented in ways that discourage
investment.  It then becomes relevant to ask whether the costs of attempting to regulate
airport charges generally is worth the likely on-going efficiency cost.

An obvious alternative to the present regulation is to abandon any form of control, and
concentrate instead on monitoring and oversight.  That is, the presently "Core" regulated
airports could be largely left to set prices free from intervention.  The ACCC would still
administer the quality of service monitoring, access and financial and performance reporting
included in the current controls, but airports would not have to seek ACCC approval for any
changes or adhere to any overall price or revenue targets.

The reporting requirements and oversight of large customers such as the domestic airlines
mean the likelihood of an abuse of market power by an airport will be very low, even if the
only explicit regulatory control is via the generic provisions of the TPA and PSA.  These Acts
still provide substantial powers to prevent abuses of market power.

The relatively inelastic short-run derived demand for aeronautical services is one of the
sources of airport operators' potential market power.  They could, in principle, raise charges
many times over with little quantity response and large increases in profits.  The inelastic
demand also means the efficiency (deadweight) cost of abuse of market power is likely to be
relatively small.  Airport profits would come, at least in the short term, at the expense of
higher fixed costs for airlines.

The distributional effects of any exercise of market power by airports would be of only minor
concern: the air-travelling public (typically the more wealthy people in society) pay a little
more and the investors in the airports (typically through the retirement savings and
investments of those same wealthy people) receive a slightly higher return.

There would still be a need for some initial review of "unregulated" price changes, to get
some measure of airport profitability, but thereafter the ACCC would need only to maintain a
"watching brief" on the industry and review the performance, financial and quality of service
reports, as at present.  The ACCC could then concentrate on using reporting data to establish
benchmarks against which individual airports could be measured to test alleged abuse of
market power.  Explicit controls might be retained, or reintroduced, for the largest airports,
but this would have to be on the basis of substantially demonstrated excess profits.

Certainly, the threat of renewed price capping would itself be a substantial brake on potential
excess pricing.  The airports may therefore be more cautious when raising prices, lest they be
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accused of exploiting their markets and subject to renewed control.  While this itself might
lead to some distortions, these would be comparable to those imposed on other large
Australian companies whose management need to be wary of attracting regulatory scrutiny of
their decisions and policy.

The bottom line is a risk/payout assessment: the risk of airports abusing market power is low,
even if only policed by generic TPA and PSA provisions.  If this risk occurs the outcome is
not particularly distortionary and has little impact on equity.  There is, however, somewhat
greater risk that poorly designed regulation of airports could continue (indeed we have
already endured four years of poorly designed regulation, so the track record is not good).
The payout of this situation is to stifle investment and innovation.  Taking the expected value
of this risk/payout matrix suggests no regulation may give a better economic outcome.
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6. Data attachment
This section provides some useful data to support various parts of the preceding discussion.

Table 6-1 provides a sample of return airfares on key benchmark routes, covering domestic
and international, short and long haul.  Business Class (or BusinessFirst) is provided to
represent airfares typically used by senior executives.  Economy Class is an economy airfare
with minimal restrictions, as typically used by business travellers.  Lowest available/advance
purchase is an economy airfare with many restrictions, such as Saturday night stay over, as
typically used by leisure travellers.  The table is based on published airfares on a major
carrier available for ticketing during January to March 2001.  The table does not include
specials, discounts or other cheap fares that may be available for limited periods or limited
times of day or on a minor carrier.  Airfares are for a round trip, in $A, and domestic airfares
include GST.

Table 6-1: Sample of airfares (including GST on domestic fares)
Class

Business or Economy Lowest available/
Route BusinessFirst Class Advance purchase
MEL-SYD $867 $576 $267
SYD-PER $2,178 $1,454 $667
SYD-AKL $1,749 $930 $559
SYD-LAX $8,663 $5,514 $1,893

Source: airline reservation systems, available for ticketing Jan-Mar 2001.

The ticket prices in Table 6-1 suggest that even for the cheapest, shortest flight, airport
charges are a very small proportion of total ticket prices.  At around $3 per domestic
passenger, regulated airport charges (four such charges in each round trip) are $12, around
4.5% of the cheapest airfare.  In the case of international flights, the higher airport revenue is
offset by a higher ticket price, leaving airport charges as a trivial component in total airfares.
Note also that the PC Inquiry covers airport charges at both ends for domestic flights, but
only one end for international flights.

An alternative source of network-wide average fares is the Qantas 2000 Annual Report,
which gives average net revenue for core airlines operations of $368 per passenger
movement (or $736 per round trip)44.  However, this is based on an average haul of 3,534
kilometres and a yield of 10.42 cents per revenue passenger kilometre.  Because these data
are averaged across domestic and international routes, they do not represent either well.

The lower bound for domestic airfares (derived from alternative data in the Qantas 2000
Annual Report) is the domestic average haul of 1,311km, multiplied by the network-wide
yield of 10.42 = $137 one way and $273 per round trip.  The upper bound is the network
wide $736 per movement.

Based on the these upper and lower bounds and other intelligence, average domestic airfares
actually paid appear to be around $200 per passenger movement, $400 per round trip during
1999-00, averaged over all classes and the mix of domestic route lengths.  The combined
impact of the GST and high oil prices increased domestic airfares by 11% (based on
American Express Asia-Pacific Airfare Index data for Australian domestic routes in the
                                                
44 Derived from operational statistics in Qantas (2000), page 47.
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December quarter 2000), thus the system-wide average domestic fare would be around $444
per round trip, including GST.  Similarly, international operations are around $625 per
movement, $1,250 per round trip.  International fares are not subject to GST and travel agent
commissions are additional where applicable.

This average fare also excludes GST and travel agent commissions so is not the true total cost
to passengers for the purposes of estimates of the proportion that landing charges are within
total airfares.
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Table 6-2: Airport traffic, 1999
Major Airport traffic
1999 calendar year Int'l Domestic Regional Total Int'l Domestic Regional Total
Airport
Adelaide 241,014 3,484,489 383,881 4,109,384 1,951 37,406 32,786 72,143
Albany - - 39,904 39,904 - - 1,316 1,316
Albury - - 155,415 155,415 - - 11,523 11,523
Alice Springs - 762,184 28,441 790,625 - 10,501 2,086 12,587
Armidale - - 66,110 66,110 - - 6,819 6,819
Ayers Rock - 415,127 17,332 432,459 - 6,359 1,460 7,819
Ballina - 57,869 46,738 104,607 - 727 2,559 3,286
Belmont - - 86,837 86,837 - - 7,839 7,839
Brisbane 2,375,767 7,195,954 637,482 10,209,203 17,310 71,676 42,331 131,317
Broken Hill - - 40,913 40,913 - - 3,118 3,118
Broome - 206,827 10,532 217,359 - 4,181 1,140 5,321
Bundaberg - - 74,417 74,417 - - 6,115 6,115
Burnie - - 111,796 111,796 - - 9,383 9,383
Cairns 660,659 1,782,735 240,384 2,683,778 7,237 17,657 16,412 41,306
Canberra - 1,428,233 471,461 1,899,694 - 18,984 19,990 38,974
Coffs Harbour - 43,753 125,544 169,297 - 673 8,955 9,628
Coolangatta 16,923 1,850,573 32,123 1,899,619 156 14,394 7,341 21,891
Darwin 156,058 783,965 93,851 1,033,874 3,763 9,961 10,182 23,906
Devonport - - 134,711 134,711 - - 8,036 8,036
Dubbo - - 125,016 125,016 - - 9,704 9,704
Emerald - - 36,137 36,137 - - 2,389 2,389
Esperance - - 31,690 31,690 - - 1,038 1,038
Geraldton - - 63,855 63,855 - - 3,350 3,350
Gladstone - - 104,421 104,421 - - 7,516 7,516
Gove - 158,131 11,171 169,302 - 2,725 2,557 5,282
Grafton - - 25,482 25,482 - - 1,953 1,953
Griffith - - 39,606 39,606 - - 2,722 2,722
Groote Eylandt - 24,185 8,205 32,390 - 544 1,373 1,917
Hamilton Island - 312,777 934 313,711 - 3,687 82 3,769
Hervey Bay - - 42,923 42,923 - - 3,554 3,554
Hobart - 834,372 43,620 877,992 - 7,422 2,256 9,678
Kalgoorlie - 200,702 5,168 205,870 - 4,374 243 4,617
Karratha - 170,364 - 170,364 - 3,993 - 3,993
King Island - - 35,155 35,155 - - 5,906 5,906
Kingscote - - 89,105 89,105 - - 10,070 10,070
Kununurra - 62,933 3,637 66,570 - 1,278 744 2,022
Launceston - 241,925 302,039 543,964 - 2,534 8,368 10,902
Leinster - - 26,123 26,123 - - 1,294 1,294
Lismore - - 47,331 47,331 - - 2,370 2,370
Lord Howe Is - - 27,864 27,864 - - 1,212 1,212
Mackay - 220,669 58,686 279,355 - 4,291 8,005 12,296
Maroochydore - 211,883 86,650 298,533 - 2,219 6,888 9,107
Melbourne 2,653,705 11,169,679 732,503 14,555,887 18,861 93,662 31,911 144,434
Merimbula - - 28,690 28,690 - - 2,718 2,718
Mildura - - 117,777 117,777 - - 7,308 7,308
Mount Gambier - - 71,282 71,282 - - 6,903 6,903
Mount Isa - 79,215 65,119 144,334 - 959 4,799 5,758
Newman - 34,988 - 34,988 - 1,268 - 1,268
Norfolk Island 15,073 - 61,467 76,540 208 - 1,189 1,397
Olympic Dam - - 31,001 31,001 - - 2,702 2,702
Orange - - 47,421 47,421 - - 3,172 3,172
Paraburdoo - 37,799 - 37,799 - 1,146 - 1,146
Perth 1,474,898 2,999,644 257,085 4,731,627 9,604 35,216 9,388 54,208
Port Hedland 2,969 91,803 - 94,772 101 2,414 - 2,515
Port Lincoln - - 100,400 100,400 - - 6,167 6,167
Port Macquarie - - 76,915 76,915 - - 9,931 9,931
Proserpine - 38,094 52,452 90,546 - 734 2,385 3,119
Rockhampton - 221,741 62,383 284,124 - 4,525 6,246 10,771
Sydney 7,385,453 13,084,208 1,783,730 22,253,391 45,886 105,417 98,385 249,688
Tamworth - - 83,111 83,111 - - 8,708 8,708
Thursday Island - - 46,350 46,350 - - 2,600 2,600
Townsville 242 504,650 163,408 668,300 25 5,391 12,144 17,560
Wagga Wagga - - 127,593 127,593 - - 7,911 7,911
Weipa - 30,834 353 31,187 - 722 202 924
Whyalla - - 50,998 50,998 - - 4,692 4,692
Williamtown - 140 158,041 158,181 - 2 17,302 17,304

All airports 14,982,761 48,742,445 8,130,769 71,855,975 105,102 477,042 529,748 1,111,892

Source: DTRS - AVSTATS data
Note: covers arrivals and departures, regional data is provisional, covers airports with rev.pax movements of 25,0000 or more per year

Revenue Passenger Movements Scheduled Aircraft Movements
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Table 6-3: Major domestic city pairs, 1998, 1999 and 2000
Major Dom City Pairs Rank
Calendar year data 1998 1999 2000 1998 1999 2000
City Pair
Melbourne - Sydney 1 4,680,364 5,191,079 5,877,971 32,838 35,928 41,704
Brisbane - Sydney 2 2,808,563 3,152,567 3,734,524 22,397 24,365 28,751
Brisbane - Melbourne 3 1,578,661 1,651,260 1,875,504 16,142 16,443 17,958
Adelaide - Melbourne 4 1,306,503 1,327,684 1,373,578 13,523 13,726 14,080
Coolangatta - Sydney 5 1,257,038 1,273,198 1,250,460 10,619 10,157 9,887
Adelaide - Sydney 6 1,086,786 1,141,959 1,180,389 11,803 12,413 12,679
Perth - Sydney 7 850,768 982,071 1,043,461 6,800 7,284 7,950
Brisbane - Cairns 8 790,637 950,375 994,818 7,864 8,486 8,617
Melbourne - Perth 9 859,046 905,291 978,874 6,963 7,393 7,483
Canberra - Sydney ** 10 833,754 858,912 907,688 22,212 21,972 27,071
Hobart - Melb    ** 11 752,773 767,567 792,326 6,584 6,576 10,109
Canberra - Melb    ** 12 654,852 726,696 763,868 7,842 9,381 9,912
Cairns - Sydney 14 511,021 681,523 720,562 4,032 4,170 4,412
Coolangatta - Melbourne 13 552,394 573,202 569,633 4,323 4,197 4,058
Brisbane - Townsville 15 468,082 500,892 511,739 5,076 5,349 5,432
Launceston - Melb    ** 16 435,322 449,924 443,820 5,820 5,876 9,320
Adelaide - Perth 17 407,678 400,875 399,355 4,316 4,253 4,265
Brisbane - Canb    ** 18 180,330 204,342 256,500 3,165 3,595 4,798
Brisbane - Rocky   ** 19 215,580 234,110 236,763 4,270 5,317 5,107
Adelaide - Brisbane 20 190,843 203,853 228,649 1,832 1,927 2,056
Brisbane - Mackay 21 213,233 208,633 204,786 3,956 3,943 4,038
Kalgoorlie - Perth    ** 22 185,504 174,215 183,188 3,661 3,870 3,998
Alice Springs - Darwin 23 166,480 166,761 168,718 2,170 2,107 2,146
Brisbane - Darwin 24 142,585 149,495 162,164 1,483 1,484 1,520
Alice Springs - Sydney 25 142,934 154,585 156,154 1,468 1,465 1,480
Hamilton Is - Sydney 26 155,479 182,437 na 1,213 1,512 na
Maroochydore - Sydney 27 171,520 173,789 na 1,810 1,800 na
Karratha - Perth 28 166,680 154,298 na 3,492 3,286 na
Adelaide - Alice Springs 29 150,361 153,970 na 1,467 1,462 na
Adelaide - Darwin 30 140,629 152,247 na 1,545 1,588 na

Total of top 30 city pairs 22,056,400 23,847,810 25,015,492 220,686 231,325 248,831
All other city pairs 2,122,341 2,326,429 3,056,332 37,945 37,595 44,885
Industry total 24,178,741 26,174,239 28,071,824 258,631 268,920 293,716

(25 only) (25 only)
Top 30 city pairs, % of total 91.2 91.1 89.1 85.3 86.0 84.7

Source: DTRS - AVSTATS data
Note: covers traffic in both directions of the city pair, ranking is based on 2000 pax or 1999 if not available
** Data for these routes include both regional and domestic traffic, other routes are purely domestic jets

Passengers Aircraft trips
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Table 6-4: Major international city pairs, 1998 and 1999
Major Int'l City Pairs Rank
Calendar year data 1988 1999 % growth 1998 1999 % growth
City Pair
Auckland - Sydney 1 738,759 779,131 5.5 54,849 56,046 2.2
Los Angeles - Sydney 2 702,705 763,731 8.7 26,500 36,061 36.1
Singapore - Sydney 3 622,026 702,500 12.9 38,758 43,689 12.7
Hong Kong - Sydney 4 562,716 584,048 3.8 36,789 34,252 -6.9
Singapore - Perth 5 473,772 549,846 16.1 26,160 27,436 4.9
Singapore - Melbourne 6 415,438 519,168 25.0 34,935 51,096 46.3
Auckland - Brisbane 7 398,354 411,104 3.2 16,324 15,616 -4.3
Bangkok - Sydney 8 333,657 400,155 19.9 9,010 9,212 2.2
Tokyo - Sydney 9 416,230 399,860 -3.9 19,895 14,237 -28.4
Auckland - Melbourne 10 376,770 395,713 5.0 32,199 34,722 7.8
Christchurch - Sydney 11 296,168 313,284 5.8 10,625 10,751 1.2
Singapore - Brisbane 12 269,563 309,227 14.7 11,823 14,988 26.8
Osaka - Sydney 13 323,685 307,294 -5.1 12,090 10,198 -15.7
Kuala Lumpur - Sydney 14 240,668 291,041 20.9 11,870 11,684 -1.6
London - Sydney 15 230,618 270,994 17.5 7,235 9,054 25.1
Tokyo - Brisbane 16 235,976 230,125 -2.5 8,242 8,849 7.4
Wellington - Sydney 17 201,846 209,691 3.9 6,085 4,100 -32.6
Kuala Lumpur - Perth 18 171,553 205,567 19.8 5,257 4,687 -10.8
Hong Kong - Melbourne 19 201,596 204,627 1.5 23,821 26,031 9.3
Tokyo - Cairns 20 192,225 200,197 4.1 2,549 2,507 -1.7
Denpasar - Perth 21 202,899 194,478 -4.2 2,813 3,624 28.8
Osaka - Brisbane 22 171,781 193,079 12.4 6,423 6,291 -2.1
Denpasar - Perth 23 230,675 186,352 -19.2 462 546 18.2
Seoul - Sydney 24 137,788 182,519 32.5 11,399 12,316 8.0
San Francisco - Sydney 25 175,521 182,237 3.8 4,646 4,032 -13.2
Nandi - Sydney 26 164,031 179,627 9.5 6,583 8,000 21.5
Kuala Lumpur - Melbourne 27 150,965 172,724 14.4 11,711 16,620 41.9
Los Angeles - Melbourne 28 170,182 170,112 0.0 7,347 9,441 28.5
Bangkok - Melbourne 29 147,105 169,933 15.5 5,617 7,846 39.7
Christchurch - Brisbane 30 166,139 160,679 -3.3 4,059 4,077 0.4

Total of top 30 city pairs 9,121,411 9,839,043 7.9 456,077 498,009 9.2
All other city pairs 5,115,894 5,143,718 0.5 175,831 182,449 3.8
Industry total 14,237,305 14,982,761 5.2 631,908 680,458 7.7

Top 30 city pairs, % of total 64.1 65.7 72.2 73.2

Source: DTRS - AVSTATS data
Note: covers traffic in both directions of the city pair, ranking is based on 1999 results

Passengers Freight (tonnes)

It is important to note that the international city pair data is not the actual city-pair
movements.  Sydney-London passengers might include passengers travelling via HKG, SIN,
KUL and various other intermediate points.  Similarly some MEL-LAX traffic may be via
SYD, thus caution is needed when interpreting the above table.
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